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Dear readers, travellers and friends!
W
elcome to our guide, all you fans of activity
holidays and nature travels! We invite you
to take a journey to a still little-known but very
picturesque mountainous Dolyna District, full of
fascinating places ought to be visited.

Discover the town of Vyhoda and the old quaint
villages of Novyi Mizun, Staryi Mizun and
Myslivka surrounded by magnificent forests. It
is here in Vyhoda where the ‘Carpathian Tram’
departs – an incredibly popular narrow gauge
rout among Ukrainian tourists. The town lies at
the foot of the Ukrainian Carpathians, in a wide
Vyhoda Valley at an altitude of 450 m at the
confluence of the Mizunka and Svicha rivers – the
right tributary of the Dniester and the biggest
water artery of Dolyna District. Vyhoda is only
7 km away from the district centre – the town of
Dolyna, and 70 km away from the regional
centre – the city of Ivano-Frankivsk.
Our journey starts in quite an extraordinary
way – by a real train, called here a Carpathian
Tram, that runs deep into the mountain forest
along the preserved and restored section of a
historic narrow gauge railway. You will follow the
timber footprints that for centuries has been the
basis of life for the local population –

the descendants of a mysterious Boyko tribe.
You will witness how the culture and everyday
activities of these people are closely connected with
the surrounding forest and everything it provides.
The local wild nature is a real paradise for the
researchers of medicinal plants, insects or birds.
The guide describes in greater detail the most
interesting species of the local flora and fauna, the
majority of which are under protection.
Whether you want a lively holiday filled with
plenty of outdoor activities, a peaceful place in the
middle of virgin nature or are interested in the
local history and culture you will find Vyhoda to be
an ideal destination.
A warm welcome always awaits you. Vyhoda
is where you will find old values, customs and
traditions that have survived through time. If you
are a local food fan or collector of old organic food
recipes, you will be surprised at how naturally the
local cuisine combines forest berries and herbs with
home-bred meat, how common potatoes dressed
with porcini turn into a culinary masterpiece…
Use this guide to choose your kind of Vyhoda
holiday. Wherever you go and whatever you do,
you will experience the difference!
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Discover the Natural
Wonders of Vyhoda
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Warm Welcome
to the Highlights of Vyhoda
T

he Gorgany is a huge mountainous
land covering almost the entire
territory of Dolyna District. It has
always been the most difficult of access
and the least populated part of the
Carpathians, thus enabling a better
preservation of the natural diversity of
flora and fauna.
Virgin ancient forests, never mown
meadows, mysterious bogs and starlit
sky lure into their fairy tale, where
everybody can feel that a human being
is only a small part of the brilliant
universe conception.

If you are attentive, you look and listen,
admire and do not harm - the world of
the Carpathian nature will open itself
to you in a hitherto unseen splendour.
Walks in the coolness of ancient
forests, observation of rare birds,
plants and insects, flavoured berries
and medicinal herbs, bathing in the
pure water of rivers and waterfalls,
climbing rocky peaks, and the delight
of the blue sky and pure mountain air –
all that is what Vyhoda is about!
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Wildlife Observation Sites
Vyhoda Forestry
Mala Turya
Kalna

Novoselytsya

Staryi Mizun

Vyhoda

Kryva

Novyi Mizun
Lolyn
Anhelivka

Senechiv

The woodlands of Vyhoda State Forestry constitute a
single large and unique ecosystem. At the same time,
every sub-forestry has its own practices of sustainable
forest management to preserve local biodiversity, which
may be of interest to both professional biologists and
all other visitors and nature-lovers. Vyhoda forests are
managed by twelve sub-forestries, each of which has
diverse opportunities for wildlife observation.

Vyshkiv

BESKYDSKE FORESTRY (Mendunok
Beskydskyi Tract). Arboretum with cedar pine,
common larch, Weymouth pine, red oak and sycamore
maple trees. Syvania Mountain.
MALA TURIA FORESTRY (Village of Mala
Turia). Near the forestry office there is an arboretum,
which is a conservation area (50 species of trees and
bushes). The Osiy Tract on the steep slopes by the
Svicha River (relic Archangel fir).

Svoboda

Spruce plantations

MIZUN FORESTRY (Village of Staryi Mizun).
Places under protection - Hydrological natural
landmark of national importance Shyrkovets wetland,
Kropyvnyk and Pisok Tracts.

Beech plantations
Fir tree plantations

Picnic area

SVICHIVSKE FORESTRY (Lysak Tract).
Conservation unit – hydrologic place of interest –
Lysak Wetland. Conservation unit in the Ukerna Tract
(580 ha) to preserve highland forests with mountain
pine trees and stone placers.
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VYSHKIV FORESTRY (Village of Vyshkiv).
Conservation unit – Sichka Tract– to preserve an
ancient fir forest.
ILMA FORESTRY (Ilma Tract). Over 3,600 ha
of protected areas to preserve virgin beech and
fir forests, highland forests with Swiss pine and
mountain pine trees: forest reserve 'Tract Ilma',
botanical natural landmark - Pravych 1 and
Pravych 2, protected tract Yayko. Roe and deer
breeding.
SLOBIDSKE FORESTRY (Village of Senechiv,
Bukovets Tract). The European bison breeding.
SHEVCHENKOVE FORESTRY
(Village of Shevchenkove). Ornithological Reserve
Shevchenkivskyi (nesting place for grey herons).
Tracts under protection - Gatchyn Zvir and Tarasivka
(plantations of larch). Forestry school (experimental
school of forestry as part of the village’s comprehensive
school). Nesting places of grey herons.
SOBOL FORESTRY (Sobol Tract). Protected
areas (within over 700 ha) of virgin fir forests:
Magura, Sobol, Chorna Sygla, Rozkoly.
LIUDVYKIVSKE FORESTRY (Village of
Myslivka). Botanical natural landmark - Crimean
Pine, protected tract of Nyzhniy and Verkhniy
Staretskyy.
BYSTRIVSKE FORESTRY (Kryvulia Tract).
Places under protection – Gregit Tract with genetic
reserve of beech and P’yanula Tract with alpine
beech-fir forests aged 140 years. Wonderful views of
the mountain peak of Andriyiv Verkh, rocky rapids in
the Mizunka River. Unique anthills. The Carpathian
Tram runs through the forestry.
SOLOTVYNO FORESTRY (Yaseniv Tract).
Shchavna Dale, where Mountain Arnica grows.
Timber transportation by narrow gauge railway.

Discover
the Flora
H

ighlands, forests and meadows
of the mountainous Dolyna
District will fascinate you not only
by their beauty and diversity. This is
the natural habitat for about thirty
endangered species of animals and
more than twenty species of plants.
They are all listed in the Red Book
of Ukraine.
This region is truly unique because of
its well-preserved virgin forests and
relatively mature second growth forests
and they are -ready to share their
secrets with you. The surrounding
areas are a living example of how
gracefully the abundant plant and
animal species not only coexist but
also flourish together. We invite you
to visit the Osiy Tract, the Lysak and
Shyrkovets Wetlands, Lysa and Liuta
Mountains, and the old park in the
centre of Vyhoda to enjoy beautiful
landscapes and to learn more about
Vyhoda nature.

D i s c ove r t h e F l o r a
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Osiy Tract
The Osiy Tract is a conservation area of
national importance, a botanic natural landmark.
It is located right next to the town of Vyhoda.
This small and delicate mountain entirely
covered with exotic trees, resembles a bear’s
back. The bear seems to be lying on the bank of
the Svicha River and drinking its pure water.
Near the mountain you can watch a beautiful
confluence of the Svicha and the Little Mizunka
rivers.
The Osiy Tract got its name from the Slavic
name of the wasp. In the old days many wild
bees and wasps swarmed on the slopes. Today
the tract is valued for its unique flora. The entire
mountain is covered with a coniferous-deciduous
virgin forest. The nature on the mountain is
preserved in its primeval beauty - the ancient
forests are not cut, but carefully guarded.
Here you can see the sessile oak – its acorns
sit simply on branches without a footstalk.
Among other special plant species that grow
here are the relic Carpathian pine, the Crimean
pine, stocky beech, hornbeam, maple, birch, and
spruce and fir trees.
As for interesting plants, here one can find a
rare species of fern - the hart’s-tongue fern, as
well as the perennial honesty, wild garlic and
the European scopolia listed in the Red Book.

First stop of the Carpathian Tram. One can
watch it from the train window or take a
walking tour to it from Vyhoda.
GPS: 48° 57′ 15″ N 23° 54′ 28″ E
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Osiy Tract

European larch

At the foot of the mountain you will find sections
of the river with deep water (locally called
‘bumbalo’), where the locals love to swim. On
top of the mountain, a wonderful view opens to
the gentle hills of Dolyna District.

Common Spruce

Common Spruce (Ukr. ‘smereka’, Lat. Picea) is
the most widely distributed species of trees on the
entire Carpathian territory. Owing to its hardiness,
the spruce occupies territories at an altitude from
700 to 1400 m, forming the so-called mountain
taiga, and can grow even on rocks and wetlands.
The tree can be up to 60 m high.
There is no area in the mountainous part of Dolyna
District without at least a small spruce forest.

The spruce is the first tree that comes to mind
when thinking about Carpathian forests. It is most
distinctive feature is the unique reddish colour of
its bark. The needles grow all around the branch,
making it look roundish, not flat. The spruce fruit
are cones of a light brown colour.
It is also the most ancient tree in the Carpathian
forests. Its origin dates back to the Cretaceous
period of the Mesozoic era. In fact, even in
the early days of humankind it was used as
a medicinal plant due to its phytoncidal and
bactericidal properties. The spruce is extremely
resinous. Hardened resin on the bark is one of the
interesting peculiarities of a spruce forest. The air
in spruce forests is curative thanks to this resin.
The spruce is an extremely robust and
undemanding tree. A spruce forest is dark and
shady, that is why the lower layers of forest plants
are rather scanty and subdued here. A natural
spruce forest is dense. Not all the trees grow to a
big height and there are often some sort of thickets
formed by lower spruces. Thus, one can often find
trees of human height that may be up to a hundred
years old.
However, from the very beginning of timber
industry in the Carpathians in the early
XIX century, the spruce gradually became the key
forestry plant. It reproduced itself and ripened
well, so spruce plantations became a common sight
in the Carpathians.

Elm
The name of this tree
that originates from
Celtic word ‘elm’ (Lat.
Ulmus) in Ukrainian
language can be called by
several different words ‒
‘viaz’, ‘berest’, ‘ilm’ or
‘ilmen’. The elm that is
found in Dolyna District
has the species attribute
‘asperous’. This tree is
particularly interesting
because of
the fact that the elm is a rare tree for the
Carpathian forests. Elm forests completely
disappeared in the Carpathians within a few
centuries in as early as the late 3d – early 2nd
millennium B.C. due to charcoal production for
potteries and foundries and deforestation for
pastures and ploughland. Elms can be found closer
to rivers, streams, wetlands or even in inhabited
localities (replanted trees).

The Ilma River, the mountain peaks of Yayko
Ilemske and Gorgan Ilemskyi, the closed forest of
Ilma, the Ilemnianske Forestry – so many toponyms
connected with the elm in a single Carpathian area
are surely not accidental. The elm is an old indigene
in this area. Elm bark is quite smooth, pleasant to
the touch. The tree got the name ‘asperous’ because
of the leaves. The big, bright green elm leaves are
asperous on the upper surface. These leaves and
their ability to form a wide rounded or elliptical head
that gives much shade, distinguish the elm from all
other trees in local forests. In spring elms blossom
and later disseminate their numerous winged seeds.
In autumn elms become yellow and look extremely
picturesque against the background of evergreen
coniferous forests. The elm is extremely hardy. It
can endure shade, frost and poor soil. In Carpathian
forests, elms prefer wet places. The elm tolerates
replanting well. That is why these big perennial
trees can be often seen near churches, along roads,
at crossroads – in the past elms were used as
landmarks or marquees. People believed that to be
happy you had to sit at least for a while under the
head of an elm tree.

Bilberry
Bilberry (Lat. Vaccinium myrtillus) is called ‘afyna’
or simply ‘yahoda’ (‘berry’) in the Carpathians.
It begins to ripen
in July and can
be gathered
until September,
depending on the
altitude and the
climate of the place
where it grows.

These small shrubs dotted with tiny black berries
seem to cover all the mountains. Wherever you
might go – to the forest, to a mountain top or to
the river – you are sure to see bilberries. You can
easily tell anyone who has eaten at least a few
bilberries by their hands, lips and teeth, which
immediately become violet, but the colour is soon
washed off. The natural colouring agent contained
in bilberries is used to colour fruit wines and in
the textile industry to dye tissues. In contrast to
sour-sweet red whortleberries, bilberries do not
need any sugar with them, so the best way to
vitaminize yourself is to eat bilberries straight form
the shrubs.

D i s c ove r t h e F l o r a
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Carpathian Orchids –
Zozulynets
‘Zozulynets’, ‘zozulky’ or ‘palchatokorinnyk’
(Lat. Orchis) belongs to the family of orchids
(Lat. Orchidaceae) that includes several hundreds
of species. 40 ‘zozulynets’ species grow in Ukraine
and almost all of them have violet
flowers. They are most widely spread
in the Carpathians and the Crimea.
Period of blossom – June-July,
fruit ripening – August.
‘Zozulynets’ species are
endangered in Ukraine due to the
reduction of meadows and
wetlands. Preproduction by
seeds is rather problematic for
‘zozulynets’ as for this purpose the
Carpathian orchids require symbiosis with
a certain mushroom species.

When walking in the Carpathian meadows
and looking at bright violet flower clusters on
long stems, one can hardly guess that they are
relatives with exotic orchids. The Greek name
for ‘zozulyntes’ - оρχις(testis) - comes from the
pair of root bulbs resembling testes. In some
‘zozulynets’ species the bulbs look like a palm
with fingers, which accounts for another name
‘palchatokorinnyk’ (‘finger roots’). It is not
difficult to spot ‘zozulynets’ in a meadow. The
leaves are gathered in a crown and all of them
are covered with brown dots - popularly called
‘zozulky’ (‘cuckoos’). Like their exotic relatives,
the Carpathian orchids like moisture and wet soil.
They are usually found in peat bogs, forest edges,
forest clearings and meadows. We recommend
admiring ‘zozulynets’ flowers at the Shyrkovets
Wetland. The three most common species of
Carpathian orchids grow here: Dactylorhiza
incarnata, popularly called ‘kuriachi slizky’ (‘hen’s
teardrops’), Dactylorhiza majalis, popularly
called ‘mokrukha’ (‘wet’) and Orchis maculata
(dotted ‘zozulynets’). All of them are listed in the
Red Book of endangered species. At the Lysak
Wetland, in addition to Orchis maculata, you will
also find Dactylorhiza traunsteineri (Traunstein’s
orchid).

Thyme
Thyme (Lat. Thymus) is
one of the predominant
plants in the Carpathian
meadows. In Ukraine
there are 36 thyme
species, most of
them grow in the
Carpathians. Different
thyme species blossom
in different periods, so
you can find blooming
bunches of this plant all
summer long.

The thyme is a small perennial dwarf shrub known
as a medicinal plant and as a spice to meat, fish
and vegetable dishes. It grows in coniferous and
mixed forests, forest edges, clearings and among
shrubs. The lilac-pink thyme flowers as well as all
the green parts of the plant have a characteristic
rich aroma.
Dried thyme is sold at chemist’s shops as a
universal phytogenous medicine. For medicinal
purposes one uses dried overground parts of the
plant. Thyme is an excellent antiseptic agent.
Thyme tea has a good soothing effect. Thyme
essential oil is very wholesome too owing to its
antiseptic and tonic effect. It also contributes to a
sound sleep. Dried thyme can be put in the pillow
or near the bed.
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St. John’s Wort

Common St.
John’s wort (Lat. Hypericum
perforatum) blossoms in
June-July. It grows in
meadows and forests on the
entire territory of Ukraine
and in the Carpathians.

One can hardly count all the wholesome properties
of St. John’s wort, but the best curative effect on
the body will be produced by the herbs gathered in
the Carpathian glades. In the blooming period, the
tops of the plant are gathered for medicinal
purposes. In folk medicine St. John’s wort is used
to treat practically all diseases.
Due to a high content of tannins, all parts of the
plant are used for leather tanning – it makes
leather elastic and gives it a nice colour. St. John’s
wort flowers contain hypericin used to dye wool in
yellow, red, green or pink colours.

Shyrkovets Wetland
The landscape of Shyrkovets wetland, like an old fairy tale

Just a few metres from the Carpathian Tram
railway you can no longer walk without soaking
your feet. Wetland begins suddenly. You make
one step on solid ground, and the next step
already sinks in water. The Shyrkovets wetland
is deeper than Lysak, so we encourage you to
bring your rubber boots with you.
It is a fairy land. Dwarf pines nestle to each
other, forming strange corridors, enticing
travellers to go further and deeper. There, like
in the famous story, a magic flower is waiting
for a hero. The flower’ name, however, is
hardly enchanting – marsh tea. This medicinal
plant is also called ledum. To see these
magnificent white flowers, it is worth wetting
your feet – ledum grows only on wetland. In
the Carpathians you will not find this plant
anywhere else. In late May the smell of ledum
hovers over the wetland in a heavy intoxicating
cloud. We do not recommend walking for a long
time here not to have a headache.
Dwarf pines with umbrella-shaped crowns
create quite an unusual Carpathian landscape.
These trees cannot grow higher than 2 meters,
because wetland lacks nutrients. This type of
pine can live up to 300-350 years!

Interestingly enough, the hilly wetland of the
Shyrkovets is typical for the Baltic area and
rare for Ukraine. There are no wetland of this
type in the Carpathians.

Cotton grass – mandatory attribute of wetlands

Under your feet you will sometimes see an
almost continuous carpet of cranberries and
sweet violets, that are comfortably seated on
wet sphagnum pillows. Here you can see the
insectivorous sundew, overgrown with heather
and sedges. Among the rare species listed in the
Red Book, three types of orchids grow here: the
early marsh-orchid, western marsh orchid and
the heath spotted-orchid, the fragrant orchid,
cranberries and the few-flowered sedge. Among
medicinal plants, one can also find buckbeans
here.
Also seen from the window of the Carpathian
Tram or while walking from Vyhoda
GPS: 48°54’26.1 N 23°50’50.1 E

D i s c ove r t h e F l o r a
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Carnivorous Lustwort
Lustwort (Lat. Drosera rotundifolia) grows in
wetlands, sphagnum mosses and peat bogs.
You are sure to find it at the Lysak and the
Shyrkovets. It blossoms in June-August.
It is a rare plant
in the Carpathians.

The lustwort is a small inconspicuous plant, not
bigger than a box of matches. You have to look
intently at the ground to spot it. Lustwort leaves
are covered with long thin cilia with glittering dew
on their tips.
These dewdrops, which account for its Ukrainian
name ‘rosychka’ (‘rosa’ is the Ukrainian word
for ‘dew’), are not water but a sticky fluid. It will
take some time for you to learn the real nature of
the lustwort. You should not hurry if you want to
see this nice-looking plant become a little insect
killer and predator. The plant is popularly called
‘mukholovka’ (‘fly trap’). When an insect, lured
by the glittering dew, lands on a lustwort leaf,
it immediately sticks to it and cannot escape
anymore.
The sundew used to be the object of interesting
experiments by the famous English scientist
Charles Darwin and his son Francis. They fed the
plants with various products, but they would not
eat everything. When they put sugar, vegetable oil,
starch or drops of tea on them – the plants did not
react, the cilia did not close. Instead, they devoured
and fully digested drops of milk, pieces of egg
white, cheese, sausage and roasted or raw meat.
The Ukrainian sundew (lustwort) has numerous
relative predators abroad. Its Australian relative –
Byblis gigantea – is half a meter high and uses
its leaves with sticky dew to catch a much bigger
prey – snails, frogs and even squirrels. In Portugal
and Morocco, sundew leaves are used instead of

Fake mildew - the weapon of sundew

flypaper and hang on walls. In Lapland, since long
ago, sundew juice has been used instead of rennet –
added to milk to accelerate fermentation and obtain
high-quality cheese. You can try it yourself and see
how quickly milk ferments with sundew juice.
Another interesting fact is that in the leaves of
the lustwort, like in all carnivorous plants, there
is biocurrents. If a lustwort leaf is put between
the galvanometer pins, the pointer will swing,
indicating electric current.

D i s c ove r t h e F l o r a
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Lysak Wetland
Stepping into the Lysak Wetland, one
immediately recalls the mysterious bogs from
children’s fairy tales. The feet gently sink in
a pillow of moss, falling into some unknown
underground waters, where they still feel
a shaky ground. You may relax here ‒ this
wetland is gentle and won’t suck anyone down.
If you do not have rubber boots with you, jump
from snag to snag several metres deep into the
bog, you will wet your shoes anyway.
When jumping, look carefully under your feet,
not to accidentally crush cranberries or black
crowberries, which like to grow on wetland
moss mounds. Cranberries in Ukraine can be
found only in Volyn Region and in Dolyna
District, Ivano-Frankivsk Region, in particular,
in wetland, because this berry needs moisture.
In the Lysak it may not be gathered, it is a
conservation area. In this region, you may also
find cranberries in wet places along the rivers
and in the woods.
Nobody knows for sure how the Lysak Wetland
was formed and how old it is. It is known that
the Lysak is a rare place, no other wetlands like
this exist in Ukraine. It is located at an altitude
of 800 m. Among the rare plants growing
here are the carnivorous sundew that feeds on
insects, the belladonna, two types of orchids the narrow-leaved marsh orchid and the heath
spotted-orchid, the few-flowered sedge and the
pod grass listed in the Red Book of Ukraine.
Wherever you look, you will see the white furry
starlets of cotton grass. The little yellow lilies
with long stems are the globeflower listed in the
Red Book. In cities, it is often sold with roots,
but it will never take root in soil, as its living
environment is water.
GPS: 48°42’49.3 N 23°45’18.7 Е

Sphagnum is the true king of the wetland. This
moss retains water. The 4 m deep sphagnum
peat keeps your feet from sinking. Three types
of sphagnum grow in the Lysak Wetland:
brown, red and white.
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Pigskin poison puffball sunk in sphagnum

Marsh bells. Mealy Pixie-cup Lichen
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Sphagnum

Cranberry

Sphagnum or peat moss
(Lat. Sphagnidae) is a
characteristic wetland
plant (wherever it
starts to grow, a
wetland will appear
sooner or later). The
moss spreads out in a
continuous loose carpet,
under which there is
water.

Cranberry (Greek Oxycoccus – ‘sour ball’, Ukr.
‘zhuravlyna’ (‘zhuravel’ is the Ukrainian word for
‘crane’) grows in moss bogs, wetlands and in wet
pine and birch forests.
In Ukraine, cranberries grow only in
5 regions: Volyn, Rivne, Zhytomyr,
Chernihiv and Ivano-Frankivsk
Region. Dolyna District is probably
the only place in the Carpathians,
where one can taste cranberries.
At the wetlands of Lysak and
Shyrkovets you will find two
cranberry species: European
cranberry and bog cranberry. The
latter is listed in the Red Book of
endangered species.

It can be found in the
wetlands of Shyrkovets
and Lysak.

The berries ripen in September, but
you can eat them even in the next
spring or summer.

Since long ago, people in mountains have been
using sphagnum when building wooden houses.
Stuffed in the slits between logs, it keeps
moisture from penetrating into the house and
prevents the growth of mould. Nowadays
sphagnum is often used as a waterproofing
material for wooden saunas.

The berries of the plant sway on long stalks bowed
down like a crane’s neck. It is the most notable
difference between cranberries and their sisters
red whortleberries, which both belong to the
same Vacciniaceae family, singled out within the
Ericaceae family, and look and taste quite similar.
The cranberry is a unique berry. It remains
fresh under snow and does not lose its vitamins
and curative properties. Having overwintered,
cranberries become even sweeter. Generally, they
are sour-sweet and contain a lot of antioxidants,
microelements and vitamin C.

Common haircap moss

Sphagnum absorbs ten times more moisture than
it weighs. Its lower stems fade away every year,
forming peat. The peat moss was very much valued
in the past for its strong antiseptic effect and
moisture absorption. In as early as the
ХІ century, sphagnum was used to heal wounds
and as a bandaging material instead of cotton wool.
In the course of hostilities, sphagnum was the
basis of military surgery, when in field conditions
there was an urgent need to control bleeding or to
disinfect a wound. It was only not long ago that
scientists found out that sphagnum’s bactericidal
properties were accounted for by a phenol-like
substance inside the spore capsules. In the past
this moss was also used as a disinfectant during
the epidemics of plague and cholera.
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Ledum
Ledum or marsh tea (Lat. Rhododendron
tomentosum or Ledum palustre L.) has a very wide
area – it grows in wetlands on the territory of the
former Soviet Union, in Scandinavia and Central
Europe. In Ukraine, ledum grows only in Polissia
and the Carpathians, but for the latter
it is a rare plant.
It can be found only
in Carpathian wetlands,
in particular,
the Shyrkovets and
the Lysak.
Period of blossom – May-June.

This wonder flower likes moisture that is why it
prefers wetlands or wet pine forests. The ledum is
a shrub belonging to the family of Ericaceae and
possessing medicinal properties. Ledum flowers
cannot be confused with any other flowers – they are
quite big, yellowish-white, similar to brushes, and
with an intoxicating, vertiginous aroma. However,
it is not recommended to enjoy the flavour of the
blooming ledum for a long time – you will have a
headache (the plant has a light narcotic effect). It is
considered a venomous plant; its oil has a harmful
effect on the central nervous system of animals and
may even cause palsy. Ledum has been known as a
medicinal plant since long ago. Its medicinal properties
are universal. It is mostly valued for the treatment
of lung diseases. Although one should strictly follow
the doctor’s prescription as excessive use of the plant
may cause severe consequences. Honey coming from
ledum flowers should be warmed up before use. In the
past ledum was added to beer and vodka to produce a
faster intoxicating effect.
Ledum leaves and flowers contain essential oil with a
strong phytoncidal and bactericidal effect. Mountain
people also use ledum as a repellent against moths,
mosquitoes and bedbugs (in some areas ledum is
called ‘bloshchynnyk’ (‘related to bedbug’), and ledum
decoction helps to kill larvae of the potato beetle.

Mini Beasts
C

Common brimstone

arpathian forests, glades and
meadows are home for thousands
of various insect species. The laws
of their existence reflect the perfect
balance of nature: vermin insects
hamper the growth of the forest by
destroying trees and green sprouts
whereas rescuing insects and birds
eliminate the enemies of the forest,
and that is the way it has been going
for millions of years.
For instance, in a forest inhabited by
hill ants there is no mass reproduction
of vermin geometrids and cutworms.
Where there are a lot of wasps, mole
crickets are eliminated at the larval
stage.
The insect world of the Carpathians
is extremely rich: snout beetles, leafcutting beetles, ground beetles, bark
beetles, butterflies, dragonflies, ants,
grasshoppers, bees, humblebees,
wasps, stag beetles. Each tree is
connected with the life of a certain
group of insects. For instance, the oak
alone contributes to the existence of
over 300 species of tiny forest
inhabitants!
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Butterflies, Beetles and Dragonflies
Peacock
Butterfly

Purple-Shaded
Gem

Lobster Moth

Peacock butterfly (Lat. Inachis io) belongs to the
family of Nymphalidae. Its Latin name comes from
Io – Zeus’ lover. In the Carpathians, you can find
this insect from late June until late autumn.

Purple-shaded gem (Lat. Euchalcia variabilis) is
a rare species of the family of Noctuidae. It is not
difficult to find this butterfly in the Carpathians
whereas in Europe this species is a true rarity.
Purple-shaded gems inhabit subalpine and alpine
glades at an altitude of 1,200-2,000 m as well as
steppe areas. Period of observation –
June-August.

Lobster moth (Lat. Stauropus fagi) belongs to the
family of Notodontidae. These nocturnal butterflies
are mainly found in ancient beech and mixed
foliage forests, of which there are several around
Vyhoda. Period of observation of the butterfly –
May-July.

It is easy to spot this beautiful butterfly – its
brown-red wings are adorned with big round ‘eyes’
with a touch of blue. The butterfly’s favourite
meal is flower nectar of thyme, which grows in
abundance in mountain glades. It also likes juice
leaking from trees and fruits.

You can spot purple-shaded gems in the period
from June until mid August at night or twilight.
The butterfly eats flower nectar from campion and
thistle. It overwinters in the caterpillar stage in
groups among leaves woven with silk thread. In
late May, caterpillars go into white cocoons, and in
14-15 days, butterflies emerge.

The olive-grey butterfly is quite inconspicuous
like all nocturnal insects, though its caterpillar
is a true wonder of nature. The little monster
looks quite menacing: the first pairs of its legs,
in contrast to caterpillars of other butterflies, are
very long, the back is covered with spines and at
the end of the belly there are nippers. When the
caterpillar feels threatened, it immediately strikes
a fighting pose, waving its legs and nippers in
front of a potential predator. It works and the
confused predator backs away.

The purple-shaded gem is listed in the Ukrainian
Red Book of endangered species.
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It also has another peculiarity – a newborn
caterpillar resembles an ant, which enables
scaring away birds or other insects reluctant
to be stung. After hatching out, the caterpillar
first eats its shell rich in protein and only then
passes on to leaves. Besides beech leaves, lobster
moths also feed on leaves of oak, hornbeam and
other trees. In an adult stage, due to its marking,
the caterpillar resembles a dry twig. In late
summer, it goes into a cocoon amid dry leaves and
overwinters to emerge as a butterfly in May.
Mourning Cloak

Small tortoiseshell

In the wild, the butterfly overwinters in caves, and
in inhabited localities, it hides in cellars. In early
spring, the imagos leave their shelters to lay their
eggs. Female peacock butterflies lay up to 500 eggs
at a time, fixing them to the reverse side of leaves.
Black white-dotted caterpillars hatch out of eggs.
They can be most often seen on nettle and hop,
which they eat, and sometimes on raspberry canes.
The cocoon is grey-green or brown.
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Swallowtail

Dragonflies (Lat. Odonata) in the Carpathians can
be found in summer near perennial water. Their life
lasts for only 1 to 3 weeks. To be able to admire these
fantastic creatures, go to a lake, a river, a wetland or
a stream.

Because of its bright yellow wings and big size, the
butterfly cannot be confused with any other insect.
The swallowtail’s yellow and black wings are
decorated with red and blue spots. This insect has
probably the widest wingspan among Ukrainian
butterflies – up to 8 cm. It can be found on the
entire territory of Ukraine, but not in big
numbers – the species are listed in the Red Book.

The dragonfly is the only flying being that has
legs, but never walks. This graceful creature
feeds on insects, catching them while flying. It
uses its legs only to grasp the food and bring it
to the mouth. A single dragonfly can eat up to 40
flies a day. Dragonflies are not afraid of spider’s
webs – they can snatch a spider out of its woven
trap. Dragonflies eat quite a lot of vermin insects,
thus doing good to the forest and man.
Among all insects, the dragonfly holds the record
in flight speed. It can develop a speed of up to
57 km/h – not every bird can catch up with it.
Dragonflies spend most of their life flying. They
also hold another record – the biggest number
of facets in the eyes among all insects – 30,000.
It is very important for an air hunter. However,
dragonflies are extremely afraid of fish. The mere
presence of a predator fish somewhere near a
dragonfly larva causes such a severe stress to it
that the larva can die.
Dragonflies mate in a very spectacular way: they
stick to each other in the air, forming a ‘nuptial
ring’ in the shape of a heart. After fecundation,
the female tries to break away from the male but
the latter will not let go, fearing unfaithfulness.
It lets the female go only after it has laid eggs.
Dragonflies lay their precious capsules in various
places near water.

Cabbage butterfly

Swallowtail (Lat. Papilio machaon) is a butterfly
belonging to the family of Papilionidae. It was
named by the Swedish naturalist Carl Linne after
Machaon, the son of Asclepius, a surgeon who
participated in the Greek campaign to Troy during
the famous Trojan War (1194 - 1184 B.C.). The
butterfly can be seen in May-June
and JulySeptember.

Swallowtails eat flower nectar from plants of the
families of Umbelliferae and Tubuliflorae. They can
be found at forest edges, meadows and dirt roads.
Their mating is preceded by the male’s courtship and
nuptial dance in the air. A swallowtail female has
to work hard to lay all its eggs: in contrast to many
other butterflies, which can lay almost all their eggs
in one or two attempts, a swallowtail female lays
only 2 eggs at a time on the stem or under a leaf,
and the total number of eggs is up to 120.

Dark green fritillary

Dragonfly

The larvae hatch out already in the water or they get
there straight after birth. Just like their adult parents,
dragonfly larvae are predators too. Armed with
powerful jaws, they attack infusoria, tadpoles and fish
hatchlings. The larvae of the smallest dragonflies live
under water for almost a year, those of bigger ones –
for two to four years. The mature dragonfly eats just
enough insects to maintain its daily activity, not to
lay eggs. It must hurry up – most of the dragonfly
species live from one-three weeks to half a year and
will not see the following summer.
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Longicorn Beetles
The beetles you will find most often in the
Carpathians are most likely to belong to the family
of longicorns (Lat. Cerambycidae). In terms of the
number of species, this family is one of the most
diverse in the Ukrainian mountains, including
162 species.

Great capricorn (Lat. Cerambyx cerdо) is the
biggest longicorn in Ukraine, up to 5 cm long. It is
listed in the Ukrainian Red Book. Great capricorn
larvae are found in centennial oak trees, that’s why
the beetle is endangered due to the felling of old
oak-groves. Quite an exotic-looking longicorn is the
Rosalia longicorn (Lat. Rosalia alpina). It is a rather big beetle of a tenderly-blue colour with black
dots. It can be up to 3.5 cm long. It can be found
in virgin beech forests. The most widely spread
longicorn representative is the Carilia virginea that
can be seen on many flowers in July-August.
The beetle has a marvelous ‘ultraviolet’ marking
that changes depending on the viewing angle.
Usually, these longicorns’ wings glitter with a
blue-green play of colours but there are also beetles
with violet, golden and golden-black marking. Such
iridescence is caused by the optical phenomenon of
light interference.

There is probably no beetle in Ukraine more
famous than the stag beetle (Lat. Lucanus
cervus). This outstanding insect with a reduced
copy of a stag’s horns on the head can be found
in limited places – this beetle inhabits foliage
forests, where oak trees grow. The general area
of this species is quite wide: it covers Central,
Southern and Eastern Europe as well as North
Africa. The biggest areas of such forests are in the
Carpathians and the Crimea. Adult stag beetles
can be found in the period from May to July. If you
want to see a stag beetle, look for an oak tree, the
beetle will probably be somewhere near.
Listed in the Ukrainian Red Book of endangered
species.

Big horn (mandibles) is a unique feature of a male
beetle. In fact, they are not horns, but big jaws.
A male uses them to fight with other males. Male
stag beetles fight very often and for many things:
territory, food, females. After grasping the rival
with its mandibles, the beetle turns it over on the
back. Then the loser turns back into a normal
position and crawls away from the battlefield.
Males also use their horns to scare away various
intruders and for protection. Female mandibles are
much smaller but they are also used for protection
from potential enemies. A male beetle is 7.5 cm
long, a female beetle – up to 5 cm.
Stag beetles live in hollows of old and dead trees
and mainly feed on juice from damaged tree
trunks, preferably of oak trees, less often beech
and birch trees. Stag beetles are good flyers and
can be often seen flying at a height of 1 to
10 meters.
Stag beetles’ destiny after mating is quite dramatic –
they die soon after it. The female lays eggs in the
bark of stumps or trees, usually oak trees. Having
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Dor Beetle Purpuricenus kaehleri

The longicorn’s main feature is its long and fine
antennae. These beetles are also called ‘squeakers’
because if you take them in your hand, they produce
a squeaking sound. Usually, it confuses predators
and they drop the squeaking prey. In Russian longicorn beetles are also called ‘woodcutters’ – where
a beetle larva eats wood from the inside, sawdust
comes out. Among the most widely spread longicorn species are the great and the small capricorn.
The small capricorn is completely black; its antennae are longer than the body – up to 3 cm. It can be
found on flowers, where it eats pollen and nectar,
thus pollinating plants. Small capricorn larvae are
found in old dried trees and branches of oak, beech,
aspen, hornbeam and birch trees.

Stag Beetle

completed its mission, it dies too. Stag beetle larvae
develop for 5-6 years before going into a cocoon.
By far not all adult beetles live until the natural
end of their life. The numbers of stag beetles are
constantly decreasing all around the world due to
a thoughtless deforestation. Besides, a stag beetle
is a very much wanted collector’s item not only
for a professional entomologist, but also for many
irresponsible people.

Social Insects

A

Red wood ant

s it is known, social insects are
insects that, like people, live in
big communities and distribute among
themselves the responsibilities for
their family. The representatives of
the families of social insects – bees,
wasps, ants, humblebees that live in
Carpathian forests – are genetic twins,
and that is why they have strongly
developed social instinct. In contrast to
other insects, for these social creatures
the need for communication is the basis
of their life.
What can be more interesting than
watching a bee dance to communicate
the exact location of the flowers it
has just partaken nectar of? Not less
mysterious is the question that troubles
or used to trouble almost every child
in the world: What does an anthill
look like inside? What kind of life
does a beehive lead? What role do the
annoying rapacious wasps play in the
preservation of biodiversity?
We will familiarize you with the social
insects found on the territory of Dolyna
District on the pages below. The best
time to watch them alive is in spring
and summer, when some of them are
busy gathering honey and the life of
others is in full swing too.
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Incredible Ants
Ant (Lat. Formicidae) is the most widely
distributed arthropod on Earth. On the territory
of the Ukrainian Carpathians, 26 ant species are
found. In the forests of Dolyna District, there are
hill ants from the genus of Formica, which perform
an important ecological function – they fight the
vermin gnawing foliage trees and conifers.

5 FACTS

about Ants

Ants can perfectly orient themselves.
Contemporary studies have proved that their secret
lies not in special enzymes, but in the fact that
ants… count their steps! The ant’s body is equipped
with a ‘pedometer’ that measures the distance to
the necessary point.
Ants are extremely smart. In an experiment,
scientists tied a thread to an ant’s leg, glued the
other end of the thread to paper and covered it all
with sand. Other ants dug their mate out, realized
that it was held by a thread and gnawed the thread
through. In another experiment, a burning candle
fell onto an anthill. The fire began spreading, but
upon a signal, the ant colony surrounded it and
started extinguishing it with spurts of their own
acid. A minute later, the fire was extinguished.
In the entire animal world, the ants’ social order
resembles the human one the most. Ants also
have livestock, plantations and slaves that they
capture. An anthill has a system of punishment
for the lazy. If a food-seeking ant comes home
without food several times in a row, it is killed and
eaten. However, if an ant cannot work, because
it is crippled, it is carefully fed by its mates until
it becomes old. A crippled ant knocks with its
antennae on a healthy ant’s head asking for food.
Ants have their ‘cows’ too – plant lice. Ants graze
them on plants, protect them from other predators,
and when ants want to eat, they ‘milk’ their ‘cows’
by tickling their bellies with the antennae and
making them release the remains of nectar.

1

2

Ants never sleep Ants are
practically
omnivorous and
attack any prey
they can cope with

3

4

5

An ant can lift a
load 100 times
as heavy as the
ant itself

In comparison
with other
animals ants
have the
biggest brain in
comparison to
body weight

To warm up
the anthill
after winter,
ants get out
of it, warm
themselves in
the sun and
then return
to their house
bringing the
warmth with
them

Several interesting anthills that are up to 1 m
high and resemble classic termitaries are
located and preserved in Bystrivske Forestry
in the Kryvulia tract, on the route of the
Carpathian Tram.
One can get a deeper insight into the world
of insects at Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway
Heritage Centre. You will be really fascinated
by the interactive game ‘An Anthill’ – a detailed
reproduction of the anthill structure as a special
ecosystem.
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Bee
Bee (Lat. Anthophila or Apiformes) inhabits the
entire globe. The total number of bee species is
20,000. In the Carpathians you can watch bees in
any melliferous glade (from lowland to highland)
as soon as the first flowers start blossoming
(March-April) and as long as the latest autumn
flowers are in bloom (October).

Bees feed on flower pollen and nectar, which they
suck with their proboscises. Having eaten their
fill, the insects carry pollen and nectar to the
beehive. In honeycombs pollen and nectar mix
and form honey, which is the main food for bees
in winter. Gathering honey is tedious work since
the production of 1 kg of honey requires 150,000
flights by bees.
A beehive is a unique bee dwelling with a
population similar to that of quite a big town. It is
a separate country with its own queen and political
system. Everybody is busy in it: some work (bring
pollen and nectar to the beehive), others bring up
children and feed them with nectar, still others
build honeycombs and the queen – the female bee –
gives birth to children. The duration of its life is
the longest in the hive.
Never try to chase a bee away by waving your
hands. The insect will take it for a threat and sting
you. After stinging, it will die because it injures all
its entrails with the sting. Interestingly enough,
the first Old Ukrainian (Kyivska Rus) code of
laws – ‘Ruska Pravda’ – established a fine of 3
hryvnias (the price of a horse or of 9 sheep) for
plundering a beehive of the grand prince and 2
hryvnias for plundering a peasant’s beehive. A fine
for the transgression of the boundary of a honeyyield area was up to 12 hryvnias – the same as for
an arbitrary seizure of a landed estate or murder of
a peasant!

10 FACTS
about Bees

1

2

If not bees,
there would
be practically
no flowers!
Bees pollinate
flowers thus
helping them in
reproduction.

Bees perceive and
distinguish smells
1,000 times better
than people. They
smell the aroma of
flowers at a
distance of 1 km.

6

7

Only female bees
sting. Trying to
free itself, a bee
tears away not only
while flying back
the sting but also
to the hive from
part of its digestive
meadows that are
tract – it practifar away it usually
cally tears itself
brings only 30-40%
apart and dies. It is
of the gathered
nectar. Through its believed that
entire life a bee can 1,100 stings by
bees are fatal.
produce only 1/12
In one flight, a
bee can gather
only 40-50 mg
of nectar. Yet,

3

4

5

8

9

10

To gather 1 kg
of honey, bees
have to make
150,000 flights of
total 300,000 km,
visiting 10 million
flowers.

Bees build
honeycombs
with incredible
precision: the
cell angle always
equals 109 °28’.

of a tea spoon of
honey.

If you want to know how a beehive is arranged,
visit the apiaries in the Pereluchyna tract at the
foot of Lysa Mountain:
Novoshyn, Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 096 786 24 95
(Vasyl Malyk, beekeeper),
or the apiary in the village of Novyi Mizun near
the beekeeper’s house:
1a Rovenka St., Novyi Mizun
Dolyna District, Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 097 619 69 72 (Olha Pankiv)

Bees can be
found on all
continents but
Antarctica.

Up to
40,000 bees
can live in a
single beehive.

Only female bees The queen also
work in the hive. has the longest
Male bees have no duration of life
sting and do no
in the hive –
work except for
2-3 years.
mating with the
Worker bees
queen. The queen
born in spring
lays up to 2,500
and summer live
eggs a day and is
the only bee in the for one month,
those born in
hive able to do so.
autumn – for
half a year.

Another big apiary is located in a glade by the Svicha
River in the same village of Novyi Mizun.
There you will also witness honey production and the
process of draining honey from honeycombs. Do not
forget to buy unique natural antioxidants – honey,
beeswax, propolis, royal jelly and beebread.
You will also be able to get a special spa treatment
by means of bee vibrations. For this purpose, visit a
small apiary of Volodymyr Hoshovskyi in the village
of Staryi Mizun:
Pidbiria St., Staryi Mizun,
Dolyna District, Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 066 801 11 23 (Volodymyr Hoshovskyi)
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Humblebee
Humblebee (Lat. Bombus) is spread on all the
territories of the world with moderate climate.
Due to global warming, the representatives of this
species that inhabited southern latitudes move
northward where it
is cooler. The Ukrainian
Carpathians remain an
ideal place
to observe these
insects from early
spring till late
autumn.

Humblebee and dark green fritillary

A relative of a bee, the humblebee is a true paradox
and a boon for scientists. After researching its
aerodynamic properties and body weight, scientists
came to the conclusion that a humblebee couldn’t
possibly fly. They also researched the speed of
colour vision of the insects. They found out that
humblebees are leaders in the speed of vision not
only among insects. They are five times better
than humans in this respect and hold the first place
among all the living creatures on the planet. This
extraordinary ability helps them to easily find their
way in the twilight and discern separate details
like the necessary flower or the entrance to the
hive without reducing their speed. Another unique
ability of humblebees is their resistance to cold. By
contracting their chest muscles, they warm their
body up to 40o C, which makes them the most coldresistant insects. Humblebees use their cold
resistance as an advantage over their rivals – they
start gathering nectar early in the morning, when
it is still cold and most of insects still sleep.
Humblebees pollinate certain plant species that no
other insects do, for instance, clover and the
Faboideae (mostly spicy plants and plants of
Umbelliferae and Tubuliflorae families). Artificially
bred humblebees are used for the pollination of
vegetable plants in greenhouses. This insect is quite
peaceful and even if it stings, it is not very painful.
Just like bees, male humblebees have no sting.
Humblebees live in hives of 100-500 insects.
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Birds
O

Wood grouse

ver a third of the territory of Dolyna
District is covered with forests
inhabited by dozens of forest bird species.
Owing to big numbers of conifers, first
of all, there are a lot of birds that feed
on conifer seeds and nuts as well as
various berries. Among them are the jay,
common crossbill, wood grouse, black
grouse, chaffinch, penduline tit, European
nuthatch. One of the biggest mountain
birds, the wood grouse (listed in the Red
Book) feeds on pine needles and larch
buds in winter. Another heavyweight fan
of larch buds is the black grouse. The
forest also feeds its feathered inhabitants
with various insects and their larvae,
while birds, in return, help the forest by
eliminating the vermin. Tomtits, thrush
nightingales, goldfinches, penduline tits,
nuthatches, great spotted woodpeckers,
European robins, thrushes - these are the
best sanitary assistants of a mountainous
forest. Along rivers, you will see birds
quite untypical for the Carpathians – grey
herons, hunting for fish and amphibians.
The most interesting find for a traveller
is the nutcracker, an exotic guest from
the north of Russia attracted by cedar
pines that are quite abundant in this
Carpathian region. Overall, ornithologists
have identified 281 bird species in the
Carpathians – almost 80% of Ukraine’s
bird fauna. Most of them are nesters (127
species), 60 are sedentary birds, 48 –
migratory ones, 38 – birds of passage
and 8 species spend winters here.
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Photo by David Palmer

European Nuthatch
Nuthatch (Lat. Sitta europaea) is a sedentary bird
belonging to the perching birds and can be found in
the Carpathians, Polissia and in the forest steppe.
In Dolyna District, nuthatches can be found in
foliage and mixed forests near reservoirs. It is a
wintering bird. It builds its nests in
old trees.

Grey Heron
Grey heron (Lat. Ardea cinerea) is a migratory
nester wintering in the Transcarpathian Plain, the
Predanubian region and the south of the Crimea.
It is distributed almost on the entire territory of
Ukraine. For the Carpathians it is a rare bird.
Here, it is found only in Dolyna District owing to
a big number of water bodies and wetland, where
herons can get food. Nesting period – March-April.
We recommend watching a grey heron colony in
the ornithological preserve on the territory of the
present-day Shevchenkove Forestry. The birds
that have been living here for a long time on high
old lime-trees are used to the near presence of
people, thus one can watch them for quite long.
Interestingly enough, the grey herons from
Shevchenkove Forestry fly 10 km one-way every
day as far as Kniazholuky to get food.
Grey herons can be often seen at the rivers of
Mizunka and Svicha, where they stand still in the
water on one leg, waiting for the prey to swim
close to them, and then snatch it with their beaks.
The bird is under protection of the Bern
Convention. A great threat to the grey heron
comes from construction on river and lake banks,
wetland reclamation and river- and lakeside
deforestation.

They catch their prey in river water. The prey
includes fish, frogs, and swimming insects.
The herons walking in meadows look for small
animals: mice, grass snakes, lizards, beetles and
their larvae. The bird can eat up to 1 kg of fish a
day. Grey herons are usually solitary hunters but
sometimes one can see them in groups, yet even so
they keep the distance and each of them follows its
own line.
Grey herons are monogamous. They live in a single
couple for their whole life (which usually lasts for
25 years). They return from their winter areas to
their nesting places in early spring and immediately
start building nests. Adult couples return to their
old nests. The male gathers building materials and
the female arranges the twigs in the nest. The bird
parents take turns in hatching the eggs. Nestlings
remain in the nest for 7 weeks and then travel
together with their parents in search of food.
Having heard once the shrill of grey herons, you
will never forget it – it's similar to the shrill of
pterodactyls in movies about dinosaurs. Grey
herons nest in colonies on high trees. One tree
usually hosts from 3 to 7 nests. If you come across
such colony, your ears will not bear it for long.

Photo by Natalia Mudryk
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European goldfinch - one of the orderlies in mountain forest

The nuthatch is under the protection of the Berne
Convention. To ensure nuthatches’ normal existence,
a strict forest protection is necessary. Nuthatches
are smaller that sparrows. The upper plumage of
the bird is blue-grey; the lower part is white, with
chestnut-coloured sides. The unique feature is a
black lengthwise stripe on the level of eyes. In spite
of its small size, a nuthatch can crack the hardest
nuts with its beak, after fixing them firmly in a tree
cleft. This bird feeds on insects, thus eliminating
the forest vermin, as well as seeds, berries and
nuts. The nuthatch’s song is a frequently repeated
‘twee-twee-twee’. Nuthatches dwell in hollows of
three trunks, often occupying former woodpeckers’
dwellings. They plaster the entrance with clay
so that nobody else could squeeze through it.
Sometimes nuthatches occupy starling-houses – in
such cases, they plaster with clay all the chinks
between the walls and the roof. They inlay the inside
of a nest with small leaves and bark flakes, usually
from pine trees. The female hatches the eggs and
later feeds the nestlings together with the male.
In winter, especially when it is extremely frosty,
nuthatches often come to garbage heaps in search of
food. Interestingly enough, in this period they avoid
communication with each other. If two nuthatches
meet, they immediately fly in opposite directions
with a great fuss.

The grey heron is an aquatic bird and lives at
various water bodies, in river flood plains in forests
or anywhere near water. It is called ‘Grey’ owing
to an ash-grey body marking. On their sides these
birds have wide black stripes and their head is
decorated with a black forelock.
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Jay
Jay (Lat. Garrulus glandarius) is a smaller forest
bird of the family of Corvidae. It is distributed
throughout Europe, North Africa, Asia Minor,
Siberia, Korea, Japan and China. In Ukraine,
the jay lives in the Carpathians, the Crimea and
Polissia. It is a wintering bird.
Nesting period – March-April.
It can be observed in all mixed forests in Dolyna
District and even in Vyhoda Town Park.

Penduline Tit
Penduline tit (Lat. Remiz pendulinus) is the
smallest representative of the Paridae family and a
rare bird in Ukraine. It inhabits flood-plain foliage
forests, banks of slow rivers, ponds with willow
and alder trees and wetlands. They winter in
Central Asia, Transcaucasia, in the Balkans and
the south of Italy. Very seldom these birds stay in
the Crimea for the winter. In Dolyna District, the
penduline tit can be observed on the banks of the
Mizunka and the Svicha as well as at the wetlands
of Shyrkovets and Lysak. Nesting period –
April-May.
The penduline tit is under the protection of the
Berne Convention.
Nests of Penduline tit are real temptation for
collectors who strive to pick them up. Therefore, to
protect these species it is important to keep their
nests in the wild.

The bird has a pinky-brown plumage and blackand-blue stripes on its wings. Jays inhabit forests
and prefer old trees. To see it in the forest, you’ll
have to lurk about for long and watch intently
since jays avoid open spaces and don’t stay on the
ground for long. It flies from branch to branch or
bounces alertly on the ground. The jay plays the
role of a policeman for the forest inhabitants – it is
the first to notice human presence and inform of it
with its squeaking ‘krrrr’.
The jay’s nice-looking appearance is deceptive – it
is an enemy for many small birds as it plunders
their nests, eats their eggs and steals nestlings for
prey. At the same time, it also feeds on berries,
beechnuts and other forest nuts, giving preference
to acorns. In one flight, a jay may hold in its craw
up to 12 acorns.

The penduline tits’ marvellous nests are the work
of male birds. A male makes a nest to attract a
female with its beauty and usability. The work
starts with a forked twig, round which the male
winds wood fibres, making a ring-shaped bottom.
Later, using reed and poplar seed tufts, it makes
the nest walls.
A penduline tit male makes several nests
simultaneously for the female to choose the one
it likes the most. To the chosen nest the female
itself adds a tubular entrance and lines the inside
of the nest with soft down. Although shaky from
the outside, penduline tits’ nests are very robust
and can endure strong winds for several years.
However, the birds never use the same nest for two
yeas in a row.
After so much effort to attract a female, the male
leaves it in the nest as soon as it has laid eggs.
The female hatches them alone for 13-14 days and
then nurtures the nestlings alone too. The tireless
builder immediately starts building another nests
somewhere near to attract another female.

The bird has a light grey marking with chestnutcoloured back and a black ‘mask’ on the head.
It is not easy to spot a penduline tit: the bird
hardly ever comes down to the ground. Instead, it
lightly moves from one very thin twig to another
(penduline tits weigh 8-10 g and are no longer
than 11 cm). Penduline tits feed on insects, in
particular many vermin insects, as well as spiders
and various seeds.
They make their nests in the shape of a glove with
a side entrance through a special ‘tube’. You have
to be very attentive to spot this wonder of natural
architecture hanging on a thin twig. Penduline tits
thoroughly hide their nests amid dense shrubbery.
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Chaffinch

The jay is a talented bird. It may imitate sounds of
other birds and animals like a parrot. From time to
time, it practises the art of parody, apparently, for
its own pleasure. At such moments one can hear
meowing, yelping and other sounds in the jay’s
interpretation in the forest.

The bird produces a characteristic chirp.

Nutcracker
Nutcracker (Lat. Nucifraga Caryocatactes) belongs
to the family of Corvidae. Its area stretches from
Scandinavia and the Alps to the Kamchatka
Peninsula and the Kuril Islands, Primorye, Japan
and China. In Ukraine, it is most often found
in the Carpathians and the northern areas of
Polissia. In Dolyna District, it can be observed in
cedar and pine forests untypical of the rest of the
Carpathians. It is a wintering bird. The best way
to see a nutcracker is to go to a cedar forest in the
Osiy tract or in the botanic preserve of Pravych
I and Pravych II. Nesting period – March-May.
The nutcracker is under protection of the Berne
Convention. Conservation of forests (conifers’
felling restrictions or regulation) is closely connected to the preservation and enhancement of this
species.

The nutcracker is slightly smaller that the jackdaw,
it has a brown marking with white dots and a white
edge on the tail. It is impossible not to notice the
bird – its shrilly ‘krek-krek-krek’ immediately
attracts attention. In spring and summer, the bird
feeds on berries and insects thus eliminating the
forest vermin – snout beetles, and in autumn –
conifer nuts and seeds. Throughout the year, it eats
cedar nuts and conifer seeds as wells as hazelnuts.
Ornithologists explain the recent increase in the
numbers of the nutcracker in Ukraine by a poor yield
of the cedar pine in Siberia in 1985, when a big
migration of nutcrackers to Europe was recorded. A
few years ago nutcrackers were spotted for the first
time in Kherson Region and near the Black Sea.
The bird suspends itself to cones head down and
pecks the seeds. Nutcrackers store nuts for the
winter in special ‘pantries’ – under stumps or tree
roots. The bird gathers nuts into a special bag under
its tongue. A loaded ‘pantry’ may contain from 50

to 120 nuts depending on the harvest. Nutcrackers
can unmistakably find their cache even under snow
but they extract only up to 80% of food out of them.
The abandoned or forgotten nuts sprout. Thus,
nutcrackers help in the reproduction of conifers, in
particular, pines, bringing their seeds as far as no
wind or human being could bring them.

In the nutcracker’s nest

Young nutcracker couples make their nests out of
dried conifer twigs and line them with dried grass
and lichen. The male and the female make their
nest together. Later they take turns in hatching the
eggs.

Birds
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Reading
Animal
Tracks
S

ince the Dolyna part of the
Carpathians is sparsely populated,
one can see more wild animals here than
in other parts. Among the exotic animals
one can single out the wild cat and the
lynx. These forest felines are endangered
and inhabit limited territories.
In mountain forests and plains one
can observe brown hare, moles, foxes,
wolves, bears, wild boars, roe deer, red
deer, squirrels, least weasels. Of the
amphibians and reptiles one can find
salamanders, newts, grass snakes, vipers,
smooth snakes and frogs. In contrast to
other Carpathian forests, in the forests of
Dolyna District one can see badgers.
According to Vyhoda Forestry, the
following animal populations were
recorded in 2013 in Dolyna District:
red deer – 222, roe deer – 231,
wild boars – 176, hare – 331,
bears – 21, wolves – 7,
red foxes – 59 heads.
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Smooth Snake
Smooth snake (Lat. Coronella austriaca Laurenti)
belongs to the family of Colubridae snakes.
It is rather easy to come across this beautiful snake
in the Carpathians. It can be found in forest glades,
shrubbery, on dry slopes. It is not venomous.
Listed in the Red Book of Ukraine.

Common Viper
Common viper (Lat. Vipera berus) is one of the
5 viper species inhabiting the territory of Ukraine. It
can be found on the entire territory of the country. It
can be distinguished from other snakes by a unique
diamond pattern on its back and a rather wide, in
comparison to the body, triangular head. A dark
zigzag line runs along the backbone. The colour of
the snake varies from grey to brown and completely
black. It can be up to 1 m long but the usual length is
50-60 cm.
In the Carpathians vipers can be observed from AprilMay, when they awaken from their winter sleep, until
September.

The Ukrainian name of the snake ‘midianka’ (‘mid’
is the Ukrainian word for ‘copper’) is accounted for
by its unique marking ranging from silver-grey to
copper-golden. The snake can be up to 65 cm long
but usually it is much shorter. It feeds mainly on
lizards, insects, murine rodents and nestlings.
Smooth snakes mate in spring after the awakening
from their winter sleep. The reproduce themselves
by ovoviviparity – the eggs linger in the female
oviducts until the baby snakes hatch.
When a smooth snake is suddenly disturbed,
instead of crawling away, it quite often winds itself
into a tight clew hiding its head inside. Although
it is not venomous to humans, it can bite painfully,
so it is not recommended to take the snake in your
hands.

The viper is a venomous inhabitant of the
Carpathians, which usually poses no lethal threat to
an adult human being. You will not find it on a gloomy
rainy day but on a hot sunny day vipers crawl out to
get warmed on stones, mountain paths or just amid
grass and you can come across one quite suddenly.
Vipers feed on rodents, frogs and nestlings of birds
that nest on the ground. Young vipers eat insects and
earthworms. Vipers live in holes, hollows of stumps,
under stones, sometimes in haystacks.
They often winter in big groups from a few dozens
to 200-300 snakes in underground hollows or
abandoned holes. 2-4 weeks after the awakening,
vipers mate. To attract females’ attention males
fight with each other trying to push the rival’s head
down to the ground. Female vipers give birth by
ovoviviparity to 5-10 mature little snakes that after
birth eat the shell of their eggs. The average duration
of their life is 15 years.

Fire Salamander
Fire salamander (Lat. Salamandra)
is the only salamander species living
in Ukraine. It can be found only in the
Carpathians, in particular, in beech and
spruce forests as this amphibian likes a
thick layer of forest litter. The salamander
is considered the biggest amphibian in
Ukraine. It can be 15-25 cm long.
Period of observation – June-July (nuptial period).

The small Carpathian dragons with fiery black-andyellow spots warn with their entire look – do not come
close to me! In reality, salamanders are quite peaceful
creatures and, in spite of being venomous (behind
their eyes they have venomous parotid glands), can do
no harm to humans. Salamander venom is not harmful
to humans because it cannot penetrate through human
skin and there is no way the animals could inject the
venom into blood – they do not bite. If you have your
children with you, see to it that they do not draw the
animal to their mouths – it is really dangerous. It is
better for children not to take salamanders in their
hands. The fire salamander’s venom – salamandrine –
is extremely toxic for mammals and affects their
nervous system. A single dose of the venom is enough
to kill 15 guinea pigs - provided only that the venom
penetrates inside the body. For instance, if a dog eats
a fire salamander, it can die.
The salamander is dependent on water. That is why
on hot dry days it may even die. In daytime, it can
only be seen in the forest after the rain. During the
day, salamanders hide in wet and dark places and
at twilight they come out to get food. They feed on
various insects and larvae of other amphibians.

They especially like earthworms, which they dig out
of the ground with their legs. The Carpathian dragons live for 20-25 years. In September-November
they fall into winter sleep in groups gathered in
underground holes, under tree roots or stones. They
awaken in March-April but if the winter is not cold,
salamanders can awaken and crawl in the forest even
The viper is a peaceful animal by nature – it never
in February. Fire salamanders mate in June-July.
attacks first. It can bite if you accidentally step on it
Mating is preceded by a rather long nuptial ceremony.
or deliberately disturb it with a stick. Having heard
human steps, the snake usually crawls away and hides The female salamander lays eggs in the water with
already developed larvae or gives birth to larvae.
as far as possible long before you come close to it.
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Lynx
Lynx (Felis lynx) lives in mountainous forests in the
Carpathians, the Balkans, Scandinavia, the Polish Tatra
Mountains, in some places in Spain as well as in Russia.
In Ukraine, lynx is found only in the Carpathians and
Polissia. The lynx inhabits impassable thickets, areas of
wind-fallen trees and rocks, closer to highland forests
(Yayko Ilemske). It can also
be seen on the game farm
in Vyhoda Forestry.
However, it is extremely
difficult to observe
lynxes. They can
hide perfectly.

The lynx’s history is dramatic in the entire Europe. In the
past, for killing a lynx people would get a bounty. People
got aware of their wrongdoing rather late, after the lynx
had disappeared from a vast territory in Central Europe.
Nowadays the lynx is protected by law in all countries, at
the same time the price for its fur constantly grows. The
lynx’s unique feature is the tufts of black hair on the tips of
its ears. Generally speaking, it is a big spotted feline about
the size of a dog. The lynx’s tracks are typical cat tracks
but several times bigger. It weighs up to 35 kg. No other
feline is as well adapted to snow as the lynx. In winter
its paws are covered with additional long fur and the fur
on its body becomes thicker and warmer. It sheds hair
twice a year – in autumn and spring. The lynx is a skilful
hunter. It hunts in the evening. It can lie motionless for
hours, waiting for prey. It remains unnoticed but can see
everything from above. If a victim has not come, the lynx
goes searching for it, moving silently through the forest. It
can cover from 6 to 20 km in a night. Having sneaked up
to the prey without being noticed, the lynx attacks it. This
feline is also a very good swimmer. The lynx is a secluded
solitary animal, not sociable with other representatives of
the species. In February, in the nuptial period, it changes its
habits. A female lynx is courted by several males, who fight
with each other, with loud meowing and even screaming.
Females’ meowing is deep-voiced. For the rest of the year,
lynxes keep silent. When baby lynxes are born, the male
helps their mother to take care of them. After 40 days the
hunting instinct awakens in little lynxes and they learn
how to attack prey. Lynxes lead a sedentary life and hunt
in their hunting territories of 20-50 km for each individual. The duration of their life is up to 20 years. They are
extremely cautious and seldom come out to open spaces.

Wild Boar
Wild boar (Lat. Sus scrofa) is a rather common
inhabitant of forest thickets and wetlands. It is widely
distributed in the Carpathians but not found in the
east of Ukraine.
It can be observed in mixed forest and on the game
farm lands in Vyhoda Forestry.

The wild boar is covered with coarse bristles of blackbrown colour. Baby boars have white stripes that
disappear as they grow. An adult wild boar weighs up
to 300 kg. Its canine teeth are so strong that it can
nuzzle even frozen ground with them in search of food.
Wild boars feed on various plants and their roots,
tree bark, but they specially like beechnuts, hazelnuts
and acorns as well as fruits. They do not mind either
eating birds’ eggs and tiny mammals, insects, larvae
and worms. On the one hand, wild boars eliminate
many vermin insects but, on the other hand, they dig
up the ground with their canine teeth thus destroying
a lot of young trees. Wild boars usually eat at night.
They sleep in specially arranged ‘beds’ – holes in the
ground lined with leaves.
Wild boars are extremely agile animals. They are
quick runners, good swimmers and perfect hiders.
They have a good sense of smell and hearing but poor
sight. They use their sharp canine teeth not only to
get food from under the ground but also to protect
themselves from predators and hunting dogs. Even
wolves are afraid of attacking adult wild boars.
Wild boars live in family groups ranging from 6 to
20 individuals, the basis of which is a female with
its offspring. During the nuptial period each group is
joined by one of the strongest adult males – a boar
hog. Before giving birth to piglets, a female makes
a nest out of brushwood, grass and leaves. The nest
has walls and a roof. In spring a female gives birth to
up to 10 piglets. They can see and are so agile that
already 2-3 hours after birth they start playing and
fighting with each other.

Wolf
Wolf (Canis lupus) used to inhabit all European
forests. Moreover, the whole European civilization,
including the Carpathian one, was focused on protecting human settlements from wolves and exterminating
these animals in the most effective way. That is why
now wolves are rare in Europe.
In Dolyna District one can observe the traces of
wolves’ activity only
on the game farm lands
in Vyhoda Forestry.

In all European cultures the wolf is a creature that
arouses both fascination and fear at the same time.
Yet, the wolf is a very nice and intelligent animal.
The wolf’s strength, endurance and lightness
became legendary. Wolves lead a sedentary family
life. They form couples practically for the rest
of their life. A wolf pack consists of parents and
children born in the current year, joined by solitary
children born in the preceding year and older males
having no couple.
In the present conditions, wolves are forced to
migrate, covering hundreds of kilometres to avoid
contact with humans. Wolves can easily pass 60-80
km a night. If necessary, they can develop a speed of
up to 55-60 km/h. A group of wolves always follows
the front wolf’s tracks. That is why it’s rather hard
to count them. Wolf’s tracks are very clear-cut in
contrast to blurred tracks of big dogs.
Wolves are considered to be harmful because they
feed on red and roe deer and attack livestock –
sheep and cows. Although in reality, the
Carpathian wolves’ main food is small animals –
hare, rodents, and various birds. They can also eat
eggs, mushrooms, beetles and wild fruit. Wolves
face the greatest hardships in the period of heavy
snow, when it is extremely hard to find food.
Another common myth is that even now wolves can
attack and bite a human to death. In fact, they are
aware enough that humans are the biggest danger
in nature and, even when they are hungry in winter,
they try to keep away from humans.
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Water ‒
the Life Force
Rivers and Streams

H

Fishing spider at Mizunka river

ardly any other area in the Carpathians
is so abundant in rivers, brooks, streams,
springs and wetlands as Dolyna District.
The presence of ‘great water’ attracted
quite a few water-dependent animals, birds,
insects and plants to this area, which makes
its flora and fauna unique not only for the
Carpathians but for the entire Ukraine.
The rivers that start high in the mountains
and run amid virgin forests and wild glades
remind us of the primevality of nature. Here
and there one can find paths that lead deer
and wolves down to the water to drink, one
can see rainbow trout jump out of the water
or a grey heron that seems to have been
standing motionless for hours on one leg in a
stream. What makes the rivers and streams
in Dolyna District so special is that they flow
in unpopulated areas. There are practically
no human settlements on their banks that
cannot be said about the other parts of the
Carpathians. The water in these rivers is
crystal clear and has practically not been
affected by any human influence. The biggest
rivers in the district are Svicha with its
tributary Mizunka. Nowadays they are
rapid, not very deep mountainous rivers,
but in 1890-1905 they were largely used
for the rafting of timber to sawmills, thus
playing an important role in the region’s
economic development, until the narrow
gauge railway was laid, along which the
Carpathian Tram runs nowadays.
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Svicha River
It is enough to see the Svicha river once to
remember forever the image of this proud
mountainous river with its rocky banks, stony
riffles and unique Carpathian rapids. The Svicha
scenery lingers in your memory so that you
want to come back to it again and again.
The Svicha has two faces – the mountainous
and the plain one. It starts from springs at the
foot of the mountain of Kruhla Mlaka at an
altitude of 1,120 m. From the riverhead to the
village of Shevchenkove the stream is rapid, the
riverbed contains a lot of ledges and stony
riffles – a typical Gorgany river. Below
Shevchenkove, where the Svicha leaves the
mountains behind, the river slows down
significantly and there are fewer and fewer
stony barriers on its way. The depth of the river
ranges from 0,5 to 2,5 m.
The Svicha flows into the Dniester, which, in
its turn, flows into the Black Sea. It is 107 km
long. The river flows through the territory of
Ivano-Frankivsk Region and Lviv Region and
has almost 1,100 tributaries. In the Svicha one
can find a number of river fishes – roach, small
breams, the barbell, chub, trout and grayling,
which is listed in the Red Book of Ukraine.
The Svicha together with the tributary
Mizunka belongs to a landscape preserve of
local significance with an area of 5,940 ha. The
Svicha river is the source of drinking water for
Dolyna District.

Wa t e r ‒ t h e L i f e Fo r c e
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Carpathian Trout
Rainbow trout belongs to the family of Salmonidae. It
came to the Carpathians not so long ago. Originally,
the fish is from the western part of North America, the
area from southern Alaska to the Californian coast. It
was first brought to Ukraine in the late XIX century
and since then it has been bred in fisheries. From there
the fish got into rivers, in particular, into the mountain
streams in the Carpathians and the Crimea, where it
reproduced itself and
found a new home.
The trout can be
observed in the
Svicha and the
Mizunka, but the
most convenient way
to watch it is in the
trout fishery in Ilma Forestry.

It is called rainbow trout due to a wide rainbowcoloured stripe along the side line. Above this line the
body is decorated with a lot of small black dots. Males
have a brighter rainbow stripe than females and their
marking becomes even brighter in the spawning time.
The trout feeds on insects falling into water,
larvae, and amphipods. Bigger trout eats
hatchlings of other fishes. This fish is rather
voracious – it can eat food equal to 2/3 of its body
weight a day. Especially, trout likes windy weather
and showers because they make quite a lot of
insects fall into water.
On hot days the fish becomes sluggish and hides
under snags and stones. In this time a languished
fish can be caught with bare hands. The same trick
will not work on other days, as trout are extremely
swift. They can develop a speed of up to 16 km/h
as well as jump high out of the water when they
are chased by a predator.
The spawning time is in March-May. Then the fish
swims to upper rivers and selects a place with a
stony bottom and a rapid stream. Using its fins,
a female trout digs a rather big hole of up to 30
cm in diameter and up to 13 cm deep. It is the
nest. While the construction work is underway,
the male chases other males away from its female.
The female spawns roe – from 1,500 to 8,500 roe
corns – and the male fecundates them. After that,
the female covers the nest.

The fishery in Ilma Forestry is located on the
bank of the Svicha River surrounded by centennial
spruce and fir trees. The choice of the place is not
accidental as the rainbow trout is the indicator of
clean environment and will not live in dirty water.
The first thing you see is a row of ponds where the
fish live, from small to big. Technically, everything
is arranged as follows: a special man-made offtake
directs water from the streams into a special canal
and, on the other side, the water flows back to
the Svicha by gravity. Thus, a practically natural
circulation has been created.
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Hatchlings live in small ponds, which are like an
improvised kindergarten. Eating and moving from
one pond to another, the trout reach the necessary
weight of 500-600 g. The fish breeding process
lasts for about two years.
It is this very trout that is used to prepare
delicacies served at the local restaurants. The taste
of the fish is distinctive from that of the trout bred
in artificial reservoirs and sold in the majority of
supermarkets in Ukraine and Europe.
The fishery in Ilma Forestry
GPS: 48°49’03.4 N 23°48’52.5 E

Mizunka Waterfall

Mizunka Waterfall
To the west of the village of Novyi Mizun, the
Mizunka River forms a picturesque waterfall.
Water cascades over 3 m high crash down from
big rocky blocks that have probably stood there
since time immemorial.
local people as well as visitors can be seen
bathing in the hollows washed out by water,
locally called ‘bumbalo’, and having a rest by
The confluence of Svicha and its biggest
tributary – the Mizunka – near Vyhoda is one of waterfalls not far from settlements.
the most picturesque places in Dolyna District.
The Mizunka starts in the Gorgany not far from
Both rivers have their own unique mountainous the mountain of Mahura at an altitude of 1,020
characters. The Svicha is wider and fuller but
m and is 51 km long. 339 small streams, each
the narrow and shallow Mizunka constantly
up to 10 km long, flow into the Mizunka. The
forcing its way through rocky barriers impresses river is rich in trout, graylings, chubs and other
with a sensation of entirely wild nature.
river fishes.
It seems that the foot of man has never stepped The Mizunka is famous for its waterfall and the
here. However, in the warm period of the year
‘Horianka’ mineral spring water.

Mizunka River

The rocks seem to deliberately offer their
mighty shoulders for people to sit or lie on or
just to be able to take a picture against the
background of the bubbling water. There are
rather deep hollows for bathing too. It is not
convenient to talk at the rumbling sound of
water, so the waterfall inclines you to keep
silent and enjoy a moment of rest in harmony
with the surrounding wild nature.
The narrow gauge line runs along the riverbed,
so it is easy to get to the waterfall by the
Carpathian Tram. The Mizunka Waterfall is a
natural landmark of local significance.

Wa t e r ‒ t h e L i f e Fo r c e
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Healing Water

S

alutary underground water,
muds, drinking water springs, the
pure water of the cleanest European
mountain rivers – all this sets perfect
conditions for spa treatment in Dolyna
District and Vyhoda in particular.
In Dolyna itself there is a mine shaft –
‘Barbara’ – with a highly mineralized
iodine-bromine boron-chloride sodium
brine. It should be noted that treatment
with such water improves metabolism
and normalizes the digestive system.
The villages of Novyi Mizun and
Myslivka deserve to be called the local
Baden-Baden in miniature for their
underground mineral water fields and
open curative organic muds in the place
called ‘Obolonia’.
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Horianka spring

The ‘Horianka’ water from the mineral
spring in the village of Novyi Mizun
situated on the banks of the Mizunka
is worth special attention as it is
considered to be one of the best in
the Precarpathian area. The crystalclear healing water wells out from the
depth of 156 m. The uniqueness of
‘Horianka’ is the fact that its chemical
parameters are similar to those of
human intracellular water.
Drinking ‘Horianka’ helps in the
treatment of the digestive tract
diseases and, according to some data,
this mineral water may even cure
a gastric ulcer completely. By its
chemical composition, ‘Horianka’ is
close to the famous ‘Naftusia’ water
and smells of oil. It should be drunk for
medicinal purposes straight from the
spring as it loses its properties if it is
contained in sealed vessels. ‘Horianka’
has no analogue outside Ukraine.
The salutary natural table water from
this spring can be bought in shops and
pharmacies all over Ukraine under the
trademark ‘Horianka’ and ‘Mizun’.
Nevertheless, it is better to drink
it straight from the spring near the
Carpathian Tram stop ‘Horianka’.

Veldizh Zhaklya spring

Dziurkach spring

Wa t e r ‒ t h e L i f e Fo r c e
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5 FACTS
about the Carpathian Water Reservoirs

1

The road to the biggest and
the most interesting lake in
the Carpathians –
Synevir – runs through
Vyhoda and the Vyshkiv
Pass.

3

The biggest flood caused
by heavy rain took place
on August 30-31, 1927 in
the Europe. Almost incessant

showers were accompanied by
thunderstorms and the rainfall
at the rain front epicentre
made up 315 mm. The rise of
water level in the rivers Stryi,
Svicha, Limnytsia, Bystrytsia
Solotvynska and others was
disastrous and its peak was
reached within only 3-4 hours.
A larger areas along the river
valleys were flooded, rapid
streams washed away hay and
the gathered harvest.

Mizunka River

Overall, there are about
73 000 rivers in Ukraine,
29 700 of them flow in the
mountains, mostly ‒
about 28 000 ‒ in the
Carpathians.

2
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4

The Mizunka river with
its rapids and beautiful
surrounding scenery is
an ideal place for rafting.
Every year in spring
it is the venue for the
‘Carpathian Rally’– an
open championship in water
sports.

5

Precarpathian rivers wash
out the remains of trees of
the anthropogenic period
from the alluvial deposits
that started about 2,5
million years ago. For
instance, the Stryi River
once washed out the
remains of an oak tree a
few millenniums old.

Wa t e r ‒ t h e L i f e Fo r c e
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Peaks
and Pinnacles
Bubnyshche Rocks

O

ne of the most amazing places in
Ivano-Frankivsk Region, known to
many people in Ukraine and abroad, is
located not far from the town of Vyhoda
(at a distance of around 30 km). It is the
village of Bubnyshche with its ancient
rocky formations – the Rocks of
Dovbush. They were named after the
legendary opryshko (member of the
peasant insurgency) Oleksa Dovbush,
who, according to popular legends, used
to hide in these rocks from persecutions
by authorities. The rocks are an
outstanding natural landmark consisting
in sandstone juts up to 80 m high that
were formed in the Cenozoic era – over
70 million years ago – at the bottom of an
ancient sea.
A 200 m wide stony labyrinth stretches
amid a beech-and-spruce forest from east
to west for almost 1 km.
Scientists have proved that the so-called
‘Horodyshche’ (‘settlement’) in these
rocks was created and used by people as
dwellings and a fortress in as early as
the X-XI century. The cave rooms have
clear-cut geometric shapes and regular
proportions, even surfaces of vertical
walls, quite precise rectangularity and
fine ceiling working.
Pe a k s a n d P i n n a c l e s
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Besides a huge historical interest, the
Rocks of Dovbush are a marvellous place
for rock climbing and a green trail. The
village of Bubnyshche itself is 15 km
away from the town of Bolekhiv and
90 km away from the regional centre –
the city of Ivano-Frankivsk. The exact
date of its foundation is unknown.
Scientists estimate that it could be the
late XV – early XVI century, when
the Precarpathian area was regularly
attacked by the Tartar troops. What
is known for sure is that the history of
the village is inseparably linked with
the history of the protective Rocks
of Dovbush. Numerous legends and
chronicles suggest that, when passing
on to Transcarpathia, in 1241 the
Mongol-Tartar horde was defeated by
a big detachment of Boykos that lived
in this area. This momentous event
interested the brilliant Ukrainian writer
Ivan Franko and later became the basis
for one of his most famous works – the
historical story ‘Zakhar Berkut’. The
exotic and impressive nature of this place
attracts cinematographic groups to it.
For instance, in the summer of 2015
the Rocks became the scene for the
shooting of a fantasy movie about the
first Ukrainian superheroes – the ‘Sentry
Post’ (director: Yurii Kovaliov) – to be
released in the winter of 2016.

The village of Bubnyshche, Bolekhiv city
council, Ivano-Frankivsk Region
GPS: 49°02’07.2 N 23°43’20.4 E
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Dead Lake
At a distance of 4 km south-west from the Rocks
of Dovbush lies a picturesque mountain lake
of natural origin with a surface area of 0,3 ha
and a depth of about 10 m. The lake is situated
at an altitude of 780 m amid a mature spruceand-beech forest and is rare and unique for the
nature of the Skole Beskydy. The outlet of the
lake flows into the Sukil River near the village of
Bukivets. Its bottom is silty, even near the bank
the silt layer is up to 3 m deep. The lake water
is transparent and rich in the natural methane
gas. That is why the lake has always been ‘dead’
(Ukrainian ‘mertve’), unfit for the diverse life
in the waters. Its only inhabitant used to be
the robust Carpathian newt. However, recently
some enthusiastic nature-lovers have managed to
introduce fish into the lake: now it is inhabited by
trout that spawn in one of the lake brooks, carps
and, quite unusual for the Carpathians, ratan
gobies (Lat. Ponticola ratan).
To the east from the lake, within a distance of
1 km, there are a lot of boulder rocks scattered
amid the forest, some of which are up to 20 m
high. There are places where these rocks form
impassable walls up to 200 m long. They
start flatly but end up in steep precipices in
depressions. Earlier this peculiarity would be
used by wolves in their battues of deer. Driven
to a narrow steep upper end, the animals were
doomed.
Professional excursions in the historic
Bubnyshche
tel. +38 095 946 58 33 (Olena Nemets)
e-mail: o.nem@ukr.net

Pe a k s a n d P i n n a c l e s
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Solitary grey herons walking in the
water seem to have already got used
to the tram’s noise and take it for a
huge living being, so much the better
for us – we can take clear pictures
of the birds against the picturesque
landscapes of Dolyna District.
Following the river upstream, we soon
begin to pass by typical Boyko houses,
viewing the fences and the yards,
where we can see cows, hens, geese
and local householders absorbed with
the hard housekeeping and farming
journey by a small forest train
in the mountains. We are passing by
that used to carry timber from the nice hills that are becoming higher
mountains to sawmills can take your
and higher, the marvellous Shyrkovets
breath away. No, it does not rush like
Wetland and are entering the highland
a usual train, quite the contrary – it
taiga – dense fir forests that could lead
is not in a hurry and encourages its
us to healing springs, the Mizunka
passengers not to be in a hurry either,
waterfalls and further up to the rocky
but to watch, listen, enjoy and relax.
Gorgany Mountains.
It is a special pleasure to explore the
The leisurely journey makes you
surrounding world in an open carriage, take a special delight in being in the
feeling with your skin the sun rays and mountains as each fragment after
the raindrops, the breaths of the wind
the next turn is worth attention: a
and the touches of the trees that are too different vegetation, moss, trees,
close to the moving train.
slopes, birds, and the Svicha river,
First, we move for quite a long time
which in the course of the journey
through a wide valley of the area’s
imperceptibly changes its character
biggest river – the Svicha river.
from a calm lowland river to an
impetuous mountainous one forcing its
way through huge rock barriers. Pure
air is our unchanging companion that
sometimes even makes us feel slightly
dizzy.

Travel
by Tram!
A

T r ave l b y T r a m !
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Brief History
of Vyhoda
Narrow Gauge
Railway
T

he Carpathian Tram in the town
of Vyhoda in Dolyna District,
Ivano-Frankivsk Region, is the only
operating vehicle on the territory of
Ukraine that runs along the oldest
and shortest of the active narrow
gauge railways in Ukraine as well as
the only narrow gauge line in private
property. The narrow gauge line and
the diesel locomotive running along
it, is a private business entity – the
‘Karpatskyi Tramvai’ LLC (since the
summer of 2003) – as this line of the
Carpathian narrow gauge railway is
used to transport the workers of the
‘Uniplyt’ LLC to the forest. However,
it is gaining ever wider popularity
as a tourist attraction.
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The history of Vyhoda Narrow
Gauge Railway began in the end of
the ХІХ century, when the Austrian
entrepreneur Baron Leopold Popper von
Podhragy, who was involved in timber
business, arrived here. The Baron
opened the first sawmill in this part of
the Carpathians in the town of Vyhoda.
To connect the wide railway with the
mountains they first built ‘horse rails’ –
narrow gauge railway, where horses
pulled the wood.

This track with a length of 3 km
connected in 1890 the factory in
Vyhoda with the sawmill in Staryi
Mizun. Later horses were replaced by
steam locomotives, and the track length
increased to several hundred kilometres.
The decline of the narrow gauge railway
began in the 1960s due to the mass
introduction of timber trucks. The
remains of the railways disappeared in
the 1990s. The track was revived by
the Uniplyt wood-processing company,

which restarted the transportation of
wood and workers by the narrow gauge
railway. Now the total length of the
narrow gauge railway is 78 km, tourists
are usually shown the first 15 km.
You can get a more detailed insight into
the history of this railway while visiting
the Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway
Heritage Centre and watching an
interpretative film.

Brief History of Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway
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A Journey on
the Carpathian
Tram
The tram leaves Vyhoda twice a day
at 11.00 a.m. and 3 p.m.
The ticket price is 70 UAH.
Children – 50 UAH

We can hear a locomotive beep, which means
that the tram is ready to board passengers. It
consists of a diesel motor wagon and two cabriolet
carriages for 40 people each. Each car is equipped
with a radio. Passengers listen to the history of the
Carpathian railways from the tour guide.
During the stops on the way, you may drink
natural mineral water directly from the spring.
This water has similar chemical composition
and healing effect to the water from Truskavets’
‘Naftusia’ mineral water spring (Lviv Region,
Ukraine). Taste Carpathian tea, ‘Medovukha’
alcohol beverage and sandwiches, buy some
souvenirs. In summer, you will be invited for a
nourishing lunch with (pork &beef) ‘shashlyky’
and mushroom soup and, of course, local strong
drinks ‘Khvoyinka’ and ‘Medovukha’.
The final destination point is next to the Mizunka
Waterfall. Tourists have half an hour to enjoy the
view while the tram turns around. At the end of
the XIX century, there was a big waterfall here.
However, it obstructed timber rafting and the first
owner of the railway ordered to blow it up. After
the explosion, a few small waterfalls appeared
here. They look more like picturesque rapids.
Time flies. The tram beeps reminding us that it is
time to go back.
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Osiy Tract

Lyuta
1075 м

Chapel
Solotvyno
Forestry

Unique Natural Attractions along
the Carpathian Tram Route
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After passing the waterfalls, the line
goes deep into the forest; an 8 km
section runs through wildlife venue.
Along the trip one can see two
outstanding cultural heritage sights:

The Osiy Tract, located on Osiy
Mountain covered with a coniferousdeciduous virgin forest.

‘Horianka’ (‘Naftusia’-type) mineral
water spring and the clearest mountain
spring - Dziurkach. You may start your
hiking trip to Lysa (1159m) and Liuta
(1075m) Mountains from here.

ka

Lysa
1158,5 м

Standard route (15km)

Hydrological natural landmark of
national importance – Shyrkovets
wetland with dwarf pine trees
(max. 2m tall) growing there. This
pine specie grows on wetlands up to
300-350!
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Vyhoda

Heritage
Centre

Tailor-made route (28 km)

A symbolic chapel in Solotvyno
Forestry in the place of the first salt
mines of the early XI century.

In summer, once or twice a month,
instead of the usual 15 km the train
runs a 28 km route.

Old production premises and forester’s
huts (‘Mendunok’ stop), from early
logging activities.

Senechiv Tract

Mizunka River Waterfall, where you
can swim in warm seasons. Carpathian
Tram end stop.
On its way back, the tram has one
more stop – near the old abandoned
SPA centre, where the tourists can
wander around the suspension bridge,
buy Carpathian souvenirs and taste
delicious snacks and drinks of Boyko
cuisine.
A Journey on the Carpathian Tram
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Vyhoda Narrow Gauge
Railway Heritage Centre
The oldest narrow gauge railway in a
picturesque Carpathian area – the Western
Gorgans – is a unique occasion to visit Vyhoda
and the surrounding countryside, to discover
the local natural, cultural and historical heritage
and enjoy various outdoor activities. In order
to plan your Carpathian journey in the right
way, to deep in the peculiar and interesting
facts about the Carpathians, the history of this
area closely linked to logging and the narrow
gauge railway, you should visit one of Vyhoda’s
most attractive buildings in the very centre of
it – Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway Heritage
Centre.
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Photo from 1915. The same building, the same atmosphere

The Centre’s historic building directly relates to
Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway. Built in 1855,
it is the second oldest building in the town
after the church. It used to be the residence of
Leopold Popper von Podhragy – the founder
of the narrow gauge railway. Not so long
ago it was a forsaken building in a deplorable
condition. In Soviet times the house was turned
into a mass culture club. Such transformation
was harmful to the building, half of which stood
empty for 30 years. The other half still belongs
to the town library.

It was only in 2008 that the two rooms were
repaired and transferred to the local police
department. Yet, the building was not much used
even after that and by 2013 it was falling apart.
The building was reconstructed and turned into
a contemporary interpretative visitor centre
for tourists by Tourist Association of IvanoFrankivsk Region in partnership with Vyhoda
Village Council within the framework of the EU
funded Carpathian Heritage Railways Project.
Guests are welcome to the interactive exposition
of the Centre devoted to the Vyhoda nature,
history and cultural heritage of local narrow
gauge railway - a ‘must visit’ on the itinerary of
all visitors to Ivano-Frankivsk Region.
The staff will also inform you of the local
attractions, help you to book accommodation,
buy maps and other interpretative materials
or rent outfits for outdoor activities. At the
moment, one can use basic sets for nature
observation here – binoculars, magnifying
glasses – as well as research the biological
peculiarities of plants or animals on the cell level
or the macro level by means of microscopes.
The Centre also offers a nature school for young
visitors.
Finally, in this universal place, or rather in its
shop, you can satisfy your need of Carpathian
souvenirs, guides and books on the local
history, geography and culture, video and
audio products. In summer you can enjoy the
atmosphere of the past in the Centre’s cosy
courtyard, with a cup of coffee or Carpathian
herbal tea.
Nowadays you will not find another place like
Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway Heritage
Centre in the Ukrainian Carpathians. You can
hardly find a museum or a visit centre with
such a variety of interpretative facilities of local
nature and ethnography.

Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway Heritage Centre
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For instance, a realistic steam locomotive, on
which you can take an almost real journey along
the old route of Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway,
or multilingual films dealing with topics ranging
from logging and woodworking to traditional
handicrafts or with the history of the narrow
gauge railway from its origin to the present day.
Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway Heritage
Centre is open seven days a week during the
high season (April - October) and three days a
week in the period from November to March.
It is located directly by the P-21 road, near
the departure station of the Carpathian Tram.
There is also a parking space for cars and buses.

66 Danylo Halytskiy St.
Vyhoda, Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankvisk Region
GPS 48°55’50.8″N 23°54’26.8″E
www.carpathian-heritage-railways.com
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Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway Heritage Centre
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Biking
T

he territory of Vyhoda and the
neighbouring villages is well
fitted for bike tours. There are several
grocery shops on the way, where you
can buy food for the trip. There is
enough drinking water in the forests,
where part of your tour will take
place. At present bike trails in Vyhoda
are not marked yet. That’s why we
recommend taking bike tours on a
radial basis (start from the point of
departure and return using the same
route).

We suggest going to places that used
to inspire the above mentioned Ivan
Franko (the trail passes through
Vyhoda – Shevchenkove – Lolyn
and ends in Vyhoda). It will be not
less fascinating to get to know the
religious and historic monuments and
landmarks: the path starts and ends in
Vyhoda and passes through the historic
village of Patsykiv. Another trail is
quite popular with tourists, because
it partially copies the route of the
Carpathian Tram, however, allowing
to visit the desired places, where the
Tram doesn’t stop.
The trail is Vyhoda – Staryi Mizun –
Novyi Mizun – the Dubovyi Kut tract –
Vyhoda.

Biking
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Here is the description of one of the most
interesting trails in Vyhoda:

Getting Acquainted with
Religious Monuments
Vyhoda – ancient Polish cemetery – Sich
Riflemen’s Grave – old church in Patsykiv –
Vyhoda
Distance - 7,5 km
Vertical rise - 356 m
Travel time (without stopping) - 1 hour 10 min.

The starting point of the route is the Vyhoda
Narrow Gauge Railway Heritage Centre. Take the
main road in the direction of Dolyna and in 600 m
turn right into Sahaidachnyi Street (former Hirska
Street) that twists steadily up among the houses.
Soon, the concrete road turns into a ground one
and you need to take the first turn left. In 50 m
you will reach an abandoned Polish cemetery with
crypts and interesting gravestones.
Having visited the cemetery, keep cycling (past
the cemetery) upwards. Then turn left and go
along the high-voltage lines. Your benchmark
is a cross on a hill placed on the grave of the
Sich Riflemen (such crosses are typical for
Sich Riflemen’s graves in Western Ukraine).
Go up the hill and very soon you will see the
beautiful scenery of Vyhoda and the picturesque
Osiy Tract. You will also be able to see Lysa
and Liuta Mountains, between which the
Carpathian Tram’s route runs. You may also see
Hoshiv Monastery and its shining domes and
the downtown of Dolyna in the distance. The
Hoshiv Monastery is one of the most popular
pilgrimage destinations in Western Ukraine
known since the XVI century. You should
definitely find time to visit this place and learn
more about its rich history, religious and artistic
value. Moreover, it is a good chance to take
wonderful photos.
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Photo by Volodymyr Semko

Keep cycling along the road to the right, which
steeply goes down after the first turn. While
going down, do not rush. In a few minutes,
you will reach Patsykiv, where you will be able
to visit one of the oldest churches in Dolyna
District (Church of the Assumption of Virgin
Mary, 1692). It is a beautiful example of
defensive architecture. During the fieldwork
research of the Boyko sacral heritage in the
summer of 2012, it was discovered that this
building was erected on elevation and a system
of underground tunnels near the church and
thick walls (1.5 m) made it possible to use the
church as a fortress. After visiting the church,
you need to find the main village road and go
along it until you reach Vyhoda. Then turn
left and see the starting point of the tour – the
Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway Heritage
Centre.

Photo by Oleg Kostetskyi

Church of the Assumption of Virgin Mary in Patsykiv

Mountain bikes can be rented
at the ‘Vedmid’ Hotel
Yozefstal, Myslivka
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 91 274
+38 097 323 65 11

Hiking
Q

uite a few travellers compare the
summer scenery of the Western
Gorgany – a part of the Ukrainian
Carpathians that lies in several
districts, including Dolyna District –
with splendid and exotic scenery in
New Zealand. Go on a hike to the
mountains and see for yourself that this
comparison is not groundless. Admire
the extraordinary Gorgany peaks with
stone placers, which are the result of
prehistoric volcanic eruptions at the
stage of formation of the present-day
continents and oceans. One can get
fascinated merely by the ancient Boyko
names of the mountain peaks: Gorgan
Ilemskyi, Hurhulat, Plesha, Khom,
Kychera, Arshytsia…
In the forests of Vyhoda Forestry there
are 6 hiking trails, 4 of which start in
the village of Myslivka and lead to the
mountain peaks of Gorgan Ilemskyi
(Arshytsia), Hurhulat and Yayko
Ilemske and to the lake of Synevir.
This mountain lake can also be reached
by following the trail from the village
of Vyshkiv. Dolyna District is also
crossed by a section of the Eastern
Carpathian Tourist Trail that is being
restored at the moment.
Photo by Ksenia Wittenberg

Hiking
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We can suggest two trails that run not far from
Vyhoda and are not difficult (suitable for children
and elderly hikers), but very interesting and
picturesque. The hiking tours start from the old
road bridge in the village of Novyi Mizun. You can
get to this place by car. Leave your vehicle there
and go on a hike to the mountains.

Photo by Natalia Turko

To properly prepare for the hiking tour or get
assistance from professional tour instructors,
please contact the Dolyna Office of IvanoFrankivsk Regional Public Centre for Tourism
and Local History, Geography and Culture for
Schoolchildren
3 Stus St. (Vyhoda School), Vyhoda
Dolyna Disrtict
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
The Office employees have developed a
number of hiking trails to the mountains. To
organize hiking tours of various difficulty levels
(for groups of up to 15 people), we recommend
contacting the head of the Office:
tel.+38 066 874 43 15 (Mykhailo Moroz)
At the Office you can also hire tourist outfit
(tents, backpacks, sleeping bags, mats, etc.).
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To Lysa Mountain (1159 m)

To Liuta Mountain (1075 m)

Vyhoda – Novyi Mizun – Lysa Mountain

Vyhoda – Novyi Mizun – Shyrkovets Wetland –
Liuta Mountain

Not marked
Walking distance (back and forth) – 12 km
Vertical rise – 672 m
Travel time (without stopping) – 4 - 4,5 hours

Start walking from the crossroad after the metal
bridge in Novyi Mizun. After the junction, there
is the main stream of the Mizunka River. Move to
the left – to Lysa Mountain. Note, that there is a
mineral spring 300 m away from the narrow gauge
railway called ‘Horianka’. Ahead of you, there is a
building of the ‘Dzherelo Prykarpattia’ Spa Centre,
not operating at present. During the Soviet times,
it was a well-known mineral water resort. Continue
your walk and turn left from the bridge, cross the
railway into the village. There is a junction near the
village church and you need to stick to the left road.
Walk 300 m, there is another junction: to the left –
the village of Pshenychnyky (2 km), and to the
right – your way to Lysa Mountain. The road goes
up and continues along a narrow mountain chain
in the south-western direction; after the beginning
of a stream, it gradually turns to the west and then
to the south. Having passed a steep elevation, you
find yourself on Stupa Mountain (1060m). Keep
going along the chain and the forest-free path to the
south-east in the direction of Lysa Peak. On your
right, there is the Lysynets Stream and on your
left – the Diadych Stream. We climb Lysa
Mountain (1159m), where there is a common
burial site of female insurgents killed by the NKVD
officers (abbreviation for the Soviet secret police –
People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs). This
is also a place of a heathen purgatory/altar of
the X century. This mountain is also called the
witches’ mountain. The old-timers tell scary stories
about this place, e.g. that flocks of witches used to
come here from all around to celebrate the ‘Ivan
Kupalo’ holiday. Enjoy magnificent scenery from
the top. Somewhere far in the south you can see
the Gorgany mountain peaks: Yayko Ilemske and
Gorgan Ilemskyi and to their left – the mountains
of Ihrovets and Syvulia. When looking to the west,
you may see Khom Mountain. Return to Novyi
Mizun using the same route.

Not marked
Walking distance (back and forth) – 16 km
Vertical rise – 663 m
Travel time (without stopping) – 3,5 - 4 hours

The starting point of the hiking trail is not
far from the Shyrkovets Wetland. Be careful
when stepping into the wetland. For longer
walks around the wetland, you should put on
waterproof boots. Even if you plan to jump from
one hump to another to avoid puddles, you risk
soaking your feet.
Continuing the trip, you come back to the
central road and keep going into the village.
After walking 1 km, you encounter an old metal
bridge across the Mizunka River.
Before the bridge, at the crossroad, turn right
and take a ground road to Liuta Mountain.
Keep going to the right. Having passed a forest
glade – an abandoned felling area, which was
actively exploited in the XIX - XX centuries –
go along a twisting path through dense birch
and dead pine woods. You will find yourself on
a low mountain chain; go along it to the top of
Liuta Mountain. The peculiarity of the mountain
is its piles of boulders and stone placers typical
for the Gorgany, which are of volcanic origin
(unlike the Chornohora Mountains, which rose
from the bottom of the ancient the Tethys
Ocean, and the Marmarosy Mountains, which
were not flooded by the ocean and always
dominated over plains). Stone placers on Liuta
Mountain hang as if they were about to roll
down to the ground. To return, take the same
path back.

Things You Have to Keep in Mind When
Travelling along Green Trails:
What is prohibited on the territory of nature
conservation areas and units:
1. Deviation from the determined route.

5.

In dense forests one can be easily left unheard,
the voice loses its power, so you shouldn’t
be lured by the idea of making a shortcut or
admiring a landscape beyond the determined
route. Hoping to get back to your company, you
may get lost, especially if the trail is not marked.

2.

3.

Making a fire in unauthorized places,
smoking on the way through forests.
Cigarette butts are the most common type of
litter amid the primeval Carpathian landscape.
They are no fascinating sight either for visitors
or, obviously, for the forest inhabitants. As for
fires, keep in mind that the vegetation in the
place burnt out by the fire will recover no sooner
than in 7 years. Be careful when making up a fire
and burn wood completely to white ashes. Make
sure that the fire has fully died out.

4.

Running along mountain paths, children often
gather somewhere in shrubs small nests or pick
up colourful small eggs. Explain to your children
that in the shrubbery and even by a path in the
forest nothing can lie accidentally. If they have
found intact works of nature there, someone
must have laid them in the nest – a bird, a snake,
a lizard...

Damaging natural objects.
Travellers on the green hiking trails at an
altitude of over 1200-1400m are often attracted
by the branches of alpine firs. It’s very hard to
break them off, because they are elastic and very
sticky. By doing so, you will only cripple the tree.
So don’t try to break off a branch from an alpine
fir to keep as a souvenir. To make a fire, use dead
wood. Live trees will only be wasted for nothing
– they won’t burn, but only fume much smoke.

Cutting and damaging trees, shrubs,
picking flowers, gathering medicinal herbs.
The vegetable kingdom of conservation or
protected areas is untouchable. As for flowers
and medicinal herbs, it should be noted that
in the Carpathians there are no non-medicinal
plants. Almost all medicinal plants are listed
in the Red Book. Unauthorized procurement
of Mountain Arnica or Rosewort (also called
‘Carpathian ginseng’) is equal to poaching. Warn
your children and don’t pick up flowers yourself.

Destroying nests and holes.

6.

When travelling along green hiking
trails, you are encouraged to:
1. Observe natural phenomena.
These observations shed light on how our
highlander ancestors planned their quiet life in
accordance with the weather calendar, how they
cultivated patience in themselves and at the same
time felt grateful joy on every sunny day in the
beautiful and severe mountains.

2.

Hunting animals, carrying firearms.
Not only firearms themselves pose a real threat
to forest inhabitants. Even military games
without real shots (like paintball) may cause
irreparable damage to the ecosystem due to
excessive noise, to say nothing of the damage
caused by firearms.

7.

Fishing.
Fishing can be practised only after obtaining a
special permit and in specially determined places.
Unauthorised fishing is prohibited. Nevertheless,
you can buy selective trout at a moderate price at
the local trout fish farm.

8.

9.

Primary gathering, sorting and bringing down
litter from mountain peaks is the least and at
the same time the most we can do to keep the
Carpathian landscape clean. An environmentfriendly and safe conduct in the mountains is
another way to prevent forest contamination.

3.

Inscriptions on stones and trees.
Unfortunately, the cuts on the bark of trees
and inscriptions engraved on ancient rocks
(geological monuments like the Rocks of
Dovbush in Bubnyshche) immortalize the names
of vandals, the years and months when these
acts were executed, and thus become monuments
to human vulgarity and lack of culture. The
scars on trees linger for more than ten years.
Mechanical damage to prehistoric sacral rocks
lingers for much longer – it simply doesn’t
disappear at all.

Promptly inform the management of
nature conservation areas and competent
authorities of breaches of the nature
conservation regimen.
Promptly reported information on the danger
to nature conservation units enables preserving
these units for our contemporaries and
descendants – please don’t be indifferent to cases
of improper use of natural resources or any real
or potential threat to natural environment. If
possible, record the breaches with a photo or
video camera.

Leaving garbage, making noise.
You should keep in mind that transport and
amplifying audio devices create a significant
noise contamination. It impairs the vital activity
of plants and animals and may be deadly to tiny
animals. It is inadmissible to use audio devices
with a wattage of over 80W.

Prevent any negative effect on the
environment, conduct activities aimed at
preserving biodiversity.

4.

Take photos of natural objects, draw
pictures.
The beauty of the Carpathian nature reproduced
in photos and pictures will popularize this area as
a holiday destination. Show your pictures to your
friends and relatives, post them in the Internet –
let them inspire others to visit these places.

Hiking
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Take
to the Waters
T

he mountainous Dolyna District is an
area with abundance of water that is
taken as an advantage during summer.
The improvised beaches (‘bumbalo’) on
the banks of the Svicha and the Mizunka
rivers are arranged in places with deep
water. The water here is crystal-clear.
The coolness of mountain rivers is a
usual thing for the local population,
but it may take some time to get used
to it for visitors from southern areas.
Yet, neither locals nor visitors can deny
that swimming in the Svicha and the
Mizunka, under the spurts of the Mizunka
Waterfall has an exclusively salutary
effect. Especially, when water treatment
goes together with steam treatment using
heated stones from Carpathian rivers and
the aroma of decoctions of the Carpathian
thyme, St. John’s wort, young fir cones…
Every year, in the last week of March, Vyhoda
hosts the Ukrainian championship in kayaking and
catamaraning called the ‘Carpathian Rally’. The
water rally is a wonderful occasion to visit Dolyna
District in early spring and watch the contestants’
endurance and skill. The participants are professional
teams of kayakers and catamaran-paddlers from
mountain rescue units. The ‘Carpathian Rally’ is held
on the Mizunka and the Svicha rivers. In summer
here one can practise amateur rafting. You have to
bring your own outfit with you: vests, helmets, boats
(rental shop will probably be opened in the future).
Mountain river rafting requires a lot of paddling work,
so don’t expect a relaxing pastime. Don’t forget about
a helmet, waterproof shoes or sandals, sun cream and
a bottle of water.
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Winter
Attractions
O

f course, our guide is primarily
oriented to active explorers of
nature and the ethnographic, cultural,
religious and historical peculiarities
of the area, and the best time for
such activities is spring and summer.
However, we cannot help mentioning
the opportunities for winter activities
that Dolyna District offers. For those,
who are only in the process of learning
the ABC of skiing or want to teach
their children to ski, or those, who just
want to sledge from not very high but
incredibly picturesque hills, the old
village of Vyshkiv (first recorded in
1678) is a perfect place.
Vyshkiv lies on the banks of the
Mizunka River, 45 km away from
Dolyna. The Dolyna-Khust highway
runs through the village. It is one the
most high-altitude villages – between
Vyshkiv and Myslivka there is the
Vyshkiv Pass (at an altitude of 931 m
or 988 m according to other data).
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In Vyshkiv there are only two skiing tracks:
one on Zaloma Mountain (1,000 m long,
altitude difference 300 m) and the other on
Cheremshyna Mountain (350 m long, altitude
difference 150 m).

Zaloma Mountain

Cheremshyna Mountain

On Zaloma Mountain there is a rope tow ski
lift operating in winter, with a drop-off in the
middle and a carrying capacity of 300 persons
per hour. The lower part of the mountain
is rather flat and suitable for beginners and
medium-level skiers. The choice of hired ski
outfit is limited, so it is recommended to come
with your own outfit. Skiing instructors are
available.

On Cheremshyna Mountain, on the opposite
side of the central road from Zaloma Mountain,
there is a small rope tow ski lift with an easy
ski track. Here one can also learn skiing. This
ski lift doesn’t operate regularly, it works only
upon visitors’ requests. Near the ski lift, there
is a shop.

Type of ski lift

Length

Altitude
difference

Type of ski lift

Length

Altitude
difference

Rope tow

950 m

300 m

Rope tow

300 m

150 m

Working hours

Price

10:00 18:00

UAH 10,00 a lift
UAH 200,00 for a day
ticket

Near the lower station of the ski lift there is
a traditional restaurant called ‘kolyba’, where
you can have hot meals and drinks. Just a bit
below the level of the upper ski lift station,
on the other side of the mountain, there is a
flat plot, where you can often find stalls with
refreshments and drinks, sometimes with music
accompaniment too. Another interesting fact
is that you can get to the ski lift station by a
horse-drawn sleigh.

To organize skiing and hire skiing outfit,
sledges, skiing instructors, please contact the
‘Yalynka’ Hotel: ski costumes and sledges
rental, instructor services.
Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel.+38 03477 90 302
+38 097 233 89 56 (Petro Dovzhynskyi)

Winter Attractions
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‘Anyway, their faces are not from around here. As well as their way of life.
In every detail there is more from the past centuries than from present-day
fashions. They still have so many objects and motions that can be found
nowhere else and so few things that are found everywhere else’.
Taras Prokhasko

T

he local population –Boykos – is
a unique ethnic group of western
Ukrainians that has preserved till the
present day their archaic traditions in
culture and everyday life. You can’t
compare them to any other group
because even in comparison with their
Carpathian neighbours – Hutsuls –
they are different like fire and water.
Boykos constitute one of the biggest
unsolved issues in the contemporary
Ukrainian history, linguistics and
ethnography: so far scientists have
no unified version as to the origin of

either the name ‘Boyko’ or the tribe
itself. According to one version, Boykos
are the contemporary descendants of
Celtic tribes. The surname Hryha,
quite common here, can be translated
from Celtic as a ‘good-for-nothing’.
Yet the majority of scientists believe
that Boykos are the descendants of the
Slavic tribe of White Croats, who had
their state on this territory a thousand
years ago. They are called Boykos most
likely because the say ‘boye’ instead of
‘tak’ (Ukrainian ‘yes’).

CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS
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Boykos’ everyday life and household is
strange to all other mountain people.
Hutsuls are quite surprised that Boykos
used to have no plates or bowls but
would eat from plate-shaped hollows
cut out directly in wooden tables. The
solution to this riddle may be the utter
absence of clay deposits in this area,
that’s why, even if Boykos managed
to get clay pots somewhere else, they
would thoroughly wrap wire round
them in order to use them longer,
considering such clay pots to be real
treasure.
The only thing that Boykos have
always had in abundance is woods. All
their life would be linked to the forest,
which gave them food (mushrooms,
berries, and game), material for
building houses, making furniture,
agricultural tools and domestic utensils
as well as the key commodity for sale.
Boykos were taught forest management
by Austrians, who brought the first
saws to this area, introduced felling
plans and taught forest planting. The
area experienced a true economic
boom in Soviet times, when wood
processing plants were founded. They
combined logging and woodworking
with reforestation and employed the
majority of the local population.
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Wood Poetry
and Prose
T

he world of local nature is closely
linked with the way of life of the
population of this melancholic and
mysterious Carpathian territory.
You can get a deeper insight into
the Boykos’ way of life, culture and
traditions, if you live in their houses,
hear their language, listen to their
stories and celebrate together with
them.
Some historical facts about the life
of Boykos will be useful for a closer
acquaintance with them.

Wo o d P o e t r y a n d P r o s e
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Boykos’ Gastronomic
Preferences
The Boyko land was considered as the area used
to be the land of oat and barley. The rye and
wheat did not grow on the local soils. Perhaps
that is why the traditional Boyko cuisine is
based on barley and oat flour: various flat cakes,
rolls, dumplings and flour soups used to be the
basis of everyday diet.
Although Boykos fought against the forest for a
long time, burning it down to create grassland,
the forest would fight back, and livestock
farming was more exhausting than prolific in
this area. So, Boykos first of all lived off the
forest. Various fruits, berries and mushrooms
have always been an important part of the local
diet. Also dried wild plums and later apples and
pears – ‘sushenytsi’ – used to be well-known
Boyko products. In the time of the AustroHungarian rule, the Boykos’ ‘sushenytsi’ could
be bought in Saint-Petersburg. Later Boykos
started growing these fruits in their gardens.

Everything that surrounded Boykos in their
everyday life was made mainly out of wood.
They abundantly decorated with carving their
furniture and household objects: tables, stools,
shelves for kitchen utensils, door frames,
chests, salt cellars, candlesticks, barrels and
‘bamboroks’ – vessels in which they put bread,
eggs, cheese, sausage and horseradish and
brought them to the church for blessing on the
Easter Day. Boykos used to carve ornaments
even on buttons.
Honeycomb
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Boyko Language and Culture
In contrast to Hutsuls, Boykos don’t like
being called so and prefer to call themselves
‘Verkhovynets’ (‘highlander’). In the Boyko
dialect you will hear the characteristic archaic
hard sound ‘i’ and quite a few old words that
are used nowhere else. One can often hear other
people speak of Boykos as of ‘obstinate’ people,
maybe because they don’t trust strangers and
treat everything they hear with disbelief, as the
locals say they ‘know their own thing’.
The wooden three-dome Boyko churches built
without nails were a real discovery for the
rest of the world. In churches they still make
multi-storeyed creches, filling them with many
characters of the Nativity scene. Christmas is
the most important and favourite holiday for
Boykos. You will not hear the impressive Hutsul
carolling here but you may still see live Nativity
plays – carnival performances with many
disguised characters that move from house to
house in the country and greet everyone with
happy greeting: ‛Christ is born!’.

A Brief Boyko Vocabulary
Bumbala
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Photo by Oleg Kostetskyi

Utyranyk
Shata
Rubata
Luzhanka
Nai
Nanashko
Poturaiky
Chylad

a towel
clothes
linen
forest glade
let
godfather
black currant
people

Manufacture of wooden roof – shingles

a hollow in the riverbed
washed out by the stream; a
deep place for swimming
Gogodzy
red whortleberries
Afyna
bilberry
Bar
a wet depression along rivers
Gorgan
a stone placer
Dziurkach a small waterfall
Tartak
a sawmill
Bamborok or sviatylnytsia
		
a round wooden vessel with a
lid in which food is brought to
the church for blessing on the
Easter Day
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Places to Visit
Dolyna Local History and Culture
Museum ‘Boykivshchyna’
There is a lot to see, so we recommend allowing
1-2 hours for your visit. It is one of the
youngest in the Carpathian region – founded
in 1998. In 2003 the museum moved to a new
building built with the support of the worldknown Omelian and Tatiana Antonovych
Foundation (USA). Here you will see interesting
archaeological excavations, working tools and
household items from ancient times, Boyko
clothes and embroidery. In the museum you
can also see documents revealing the history of
this area, old prints published on the territory
of Ukraine, works of the Ukrainian fine and
folk art as well as works of sacral art. The
museum’s pride is perfectly reproduced interiors
of typical Boyko house, a collection of dolls and
sacral items of the XVI-XVIII centuries (over
130 icons, 27 of which date back to the XVI
century) as well as special ‘pysankas’ (Easter
eggs) that are not painted but embroidered with
coloured threads.
Address of the Dolyna Local History and
Culture Museum ‘Boykivshchyna’
2a Chornovil St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
GPS: 48°58’18.9 N 23°57’54.4 E
tel. +38 03477 27 900
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Vyhoda Theatre

The theatre was founded in the early XX
century in the village of Patsykiv, which at
that time experienced growth of activity of
the local intellectuals – the operations of the
‘Prosvita’ Educational Organization, support
of the Ukrainian Sich Riflemen movement. In
the beginning there was no building for the
performances. A hangar often served as a stage
and auditorium. In the summer of 1913 they
staged the play ‘Stolen Happiness’ by Ivan
Franko, which was prepared by a local teacher.
The performance was a success. Ivan Suprun’s
hangar where the play was staged has remained
in the village of Patsykiv till the present day.
The theatrical studio in Patsykiv developed
rapidly, being interrupted only by World War I
and II. After the village community had built a
culture club, in August 1936 the theatre staged
the operetta ‘Zaporozhets za Dunayem’ (‘A
Zaporozhian (Cossack) Beyond the Danube’) by
Semen Hulak-Artemovskyi.
In the 1950s theatrical life thrived in the
industrial Vyhoda and in the 1970s Vyhoda
Culture Club became the main local theatrical
stage. For their staging of the play ‘The Stars
Are Quiet Here’ by V. Vasiliev in December
1976, Vyhoda Theatre was honored with the
title of an ‘Amateur Folk Theatre’. In the late
1980s the theatre’s repertoire included over 20

Scenes from the play ‘As our grandparents batched’ and ‘Daddy’

The Amateur Folk Theatre of Vyhoda Culture
Club has enjoyed the spectators’ love and praise
since long ago. On the basis of the theatre’s
history, one can explore the cultural profile
of local life from the early XX century till the
present day. Vyhoda Theatre was and remains
the local community’s pride, the nursery of
theatrical professionals for the local creative
youth and wonderful entertainment for the
visitors.

plays by Ukrainian classics and contemporary
playwrights.
In 1992 the provincial Vyhoda Theatre won
the first prize at the All-Ukrainian Festival of
Amateur Theatres in Kyiv for the staging of the
play ‘Stone Cross’ based on the works by Vasyl
Stefanyk (director: B. Melnyk). In 2006 the
actors staged the play ‘Stolen Happiness’ at the
All-Ukrainian Festival ‘From the Hypanis to the
Borysthenes’ in Ochakiv, Mykolaiv Region, and
received 1st Degree diploma for the actor skills
and original stage direction. By 2010 Vyhoda
Theatre had received 5 times the Ukrainian
‘Nika’ at the Ochakiv Festival.
By the way, the famous People’s Artist of
Ukraine Natalia Naum – the well-known Halia
from the comedy ‘After Two Hares’ and a
person behind more than 70 other characters –
was born in the village of Staryi Mizun in 1933
and, for a certain period, was also involved in
the work of Vyhoda Theatre.
If you visit Vyhoda in winter, we recommend
seeing the ‘Nativity Play’ by Vyhoda Folk
Theatre, which shows one of the oldest Galician
customs involving biblical characters played by
folk actors.

Address of the Amateur Folk Theatre
of Vyhoda Culture Club
63 Danylo Galytskyi St., village of Vyhoda
Dolyna District, Ivano-Frankivsk Region
GPS: 48°56’00.8 N 23°54’42.8 E
Performances take place all year round.
Plays are shown on the stage of the Culture
Club once a season and upon special requests
of groups of spectators (at least 20 persons).
The show of the ‘Nativity Play’ should be
arranged beforehand.
Contact person – Bohdan Melnyk, director of
Vyhoda Folk Theatre
tel. +38 066 674 71 67
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Churches and Monasteries
Local churches, like the majority of old
churches in Western Ukraine, are of significant
architectural and sacral value and may be the
object of a separate tour for those interested in
the area’s architecture and religious traditions.
In terms of cultural heritage, the most
interesting religious buildings in Dolyna District
are the Monastery of the Basilians and the
Church of the Transfiguration of Our Lord
(1570) and the Monastery of the Holy Family
Sisters in Yasna Hora in the village of Hoshiv;
the Church of Assumption of Our Most Holy
and Glorious Queen, Mother of God (1686)
in the village of Patsykiv; the Church of the
Holy Trinity (XVIII century) in the village of
Maksymivka, the Church of the Ascension of
Our Lord (1867) in the village of Lypa, and,
finally three churches in Dolyna itself - St.
Ann’s Roman Catholic Church (XIX century),
Church of the Nativity of the Virgin Mary
(1896), and Roman Catholic Church of the
Nativity of Our Most Holy and Ever-Virgin
Mary (1835).
If you have come to Dolyna District, Hoshiv is
exactly the must visit place! In Hoshiv there are
two monasteries: a friary of the Basilians and
a nunnery of the Gathering of the Holy Family
Sisters. Yasna Hora Hill (‘bright mountain’),
where they are situated, inspires with its
ancient history, a special feeling of peace and
fabulous nature.
The Monastery of the Basilians is a popular
pilgrimage destination for Catholics from many
countries. The first historical record about it
dates back to 1509.
First, the Monastery was located in the
Chervonyi Dilok area, but in the XVII century
it was destroyed (burned down) by the Tartars.

It was rebuilt on Yasna Hora, where it stands
today. In 1835-1842 the wooden buildings of
the monastery were dismantled and new ones
were built of stone. In 1842 the construction of
the Church of Transfiguration was completed
and the building stood ever since. The
monastery experienced its flourishing period in
the times of Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky.
Before World War I, Hoshiv Monastery was
considered one of the greatest spiritual centres
throughout Galicia. However, in 1939 the
persecution of the Greek-Catholic monks and
attempts to close the monastery began. In 1950
the monastery was closed. The premises served
as an orphanage, then as a military warehouse,
and later as a recreation hotel. In early 1990s
the monastery was reopened. Thanks to
donations, the monastery and the church were
restored. German restorers managed to revive
five large canvases from the XVIII century and
to create 15 new paintings.
The main shrine of the monastery is the
miracle-working icon of Our Lady of Hoshiv
(XVIII century; copy of the Czestochowa Icon),
also called the ‘Queen of the Carpathians’. In
2009 the icon was crowned by Pope Benedict.
Hoshiv Monastery is the only place in Ukraine
with an electronic carillon. Carillon (from
French ‘carillon’ literally meaning ‘ringing all
the bells’) - a percussive musical instrument
consisting of a set of precisely tuned bells with
mechanical control. The Hoshiv carillon consists
of 52 bells that can perform religious melodies
or classical music. The carillon can be controlled
by both manually (for this purpose it is equipped
with a special keyboard) and by a computer.
The bells for the Hoshiv carillon were cast in
Belgium for donations from people. Their names
are engraved on the bells.

The monastery monks have deep respect for
their history that they inspiredly recount to the
visitors.

Excursions and accommodation are offered by
the Monastery of the Holy Family Sisters:
Yasna Hora, Hoshiv
GPS: 49°01’35.5 N 23°52’51.7 E
tel. +38 068 577 68 19
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Fresh
to the Table
Forest and Food:
a Natural Bond

L

ife in the Carpathians is a true gift of
God! When creating this unique small
world, the Creator gave all necessary
things for its inhabitants: crystal-clear
rivers rich in fish, forests with enough
game, meadows and glades with lots of
berries, and then mushrooms that seem
to grow everywhere here. The absence of
grocery shops in the past was no problem
for the mountain people. So now, when
eating the gifts of nature, one can also
feel full and, what is more important,
happy for being in harmony with nature
and eating healthy organic food. Exotic
cranberries, red whortleberries, bilberries,
raspberries, blackberries, guelder-rose
berries turn into aromatic jams, syrups
and compotes after being cooked by the
local housewives; mushrooms are used
practically in everything: from salads and
soups to mushroom ‘caviar’ and filling
for ‘holubtsi’ (cabbage rolls). And what
is not found in wild nature is grown by
the mountain people themselves, for it
is hardly possible today to imagine their
everyday diet without potatoes, beetroots,
beans, cabbage or corn.
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Mushrooms
Mushrooms are by right considered to be the most
mysterious inhabitants of the Carpathians, for until
recently scientists couldn’t determine whether they
belong to plants or to animals as they possess the
characteristics of both. Finally, they were single
out into a separate kingdom of mushrooms. The
first mushrooms appear in the mountains in June
but the ‘official’ mushroom season starts in July
and lasts until the first October frosts.

In the forests and glades in Dolyna District one can
find hundreds of various mushrooms but by far not
all of them can be eaten. On the whole, there are up
to 300 mushroom species in the Carpathians. So,
if you have no experience in gathering mushrooms,
you’d better go on a ‘silent hunting trip’ together with

a local. By their nutritional value, mushrooms are
no worse than meat. They are a substantial source
of protein, that’s why they are sometimes called
‘vegetable meat’. The king of the Carpathians is the
porcinі or cep. Locals just call it ‘hryb’ (‘mushroom’)
because they don’t even pick other mushrooms, if
there are enough porcini. Fried with onions in sour
cream or cooked in soup, porcini have an unsurpassed
rich flavour. They belong to the mushrooms with the
highest nutritional value like annulated boletuses,
saffron milk caps and milk mushrooms (eaten pickled).
High nutritional value is also characteristic of browncap and orange-cap boletuses. Chanterelles, russules,
agaric honey and ‘mokhovyk’ (a variety of boletus)
have the lowest nutritional value but are not less tasty.
Mountain people use mushrooms to cook practically
everything: salads, gravies (‘sos’), mushroom ‘caviar’,
and soups. They add them to ‘holubtsi’ (cabbage rolls)
and other hot meals, as well as stew, fry, pickle and
dry them.
Rules for gathering mushrooms:
№1. If you have doubt about a mushroom, don’t pick it up.
№2. Mushrooms should be cut off with a knife and not
torn out of the ground not to damage the mycelium.
№3. Don’t taste raw mushrooms.

Mushrooms stewed with apples

For this meal you will need:
1 kg fresh porcini, saffron milk caps or
chanterelles
1 tablespoon of flour
2-3 sour apples
150 g of onions
0,5 of mushroom broth
0,5 of sour cream, salt and dill
Cut fresh porcini and saffron milk caps into
big pieces and fry them in a pan together with
onions. Sprinkle them with flour and wait until
they are browned. Then add sour cream, sliced
apples and spices. Stew them and add greens. If
you use chanterelles, it’s recommended to boil
them for 15 minutes before stewing, and, when
frying them, add half a glass of the mushroom
broth to them.
Bon appetit!

Highest growth rate among the
plants belongs not to the bamboo, but
to fungus – the common stinkhorn,
found in the Carpathian forests. In
1 minute the cap rises for 5 mm –
it grows right in front of your
eyes twice as fast than bamboo.
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Forest Berries

Dolyna District is a true kingdom of berries. In
summer you can see various berries wherever
you look. The berry season starts in June with
the aromatic wild strawberries, in July in forest
clearings you can find raspberries and bilberries,
in August red whortleberries and blackberries
ripen, and September is the month of the exotic
cranberries as well as the medicinal guelder-rose
berries and rosehips.
The flavour of the forest raspberries and wild
strawberries cannot be compared with that of their
relatives from the kitchen garden. Having tasted
the fresh berries that have just been picked up in
the forest, you will see everything yourself. By the
content of wholesome substances, forest berries are
a true vitamin bomb. All of them are the source of
antioxidants, minerals and useful carbohydrates, in
particular fructose, which is a low-calorie substitute
for sugar and can be consumed by diabetics.
Bilberries are considered to be the most salutary
berries. They help to retain good eyesight and
memory. At home they can be eaten with sugar,
cream or sour cream. Local housewives make fruit
water, jam, wine, liqueur, compote and jelly out of
them. To preserve all the vitamins in bilberries for
winter, fresh berries are mixed with sugar (1:1)
and stored in glass jars in the fridge. Raspberries
prepared in the same way are not only delicious
but also help bring down a fever and are a natural
substitute for aspirin.
Cranberries and red whortleberries are used for
syrup, jam, fruit water, meat sauces, and additives
to borshch.
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Photo by Ksenia Wittenberg

Soaked red whortleberries for meat
For this meal you will need:
10 kg of fresh red whortleberries
9 l of water
250 g of sugar
50 g of salt
10 g of cinnamon
5 pieces of cloves
Salt, sugar and spices are added to water and
boiled. Berries are put into a big jar, which is
then filled with the sieved and cooled syrup. To
be stored in a cool place.
Bon appetit!
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Best Places to Buy Local Organic Food
‛Besides, Boykos became famous for their ‘sushenytsi’
(dried fruits). They would gather fruits from twisted half-wild
apple, pear and plum trees, dry them where it’s warm and
smoky, and spread them in their part of Europe’.
Taras Prokhasko

Staying in the local green cottages or guesthouses,
you can be sure that you will eat meals cooked
with local ingredients grown in the people’s own
gardens. Mushroom dishes, herbal tea and berry
jam are 100% made of ingredients gathered in the
local pristine forests. You’d better not question the
origin of the mushroom soup ingredients because
you can undeliberately insult the hospitable hosts.
If you wish not only to taste but also to buy fresh
or dried fruit, honey and apiarian products, fresh
bread from a traditional bakery or incredibly tasty
and wholesome milk, home-made cream or cheese,
visit the central market in the town of Dolyna.

Herbal mixtures, home-made jams, liqueur, dried
fruits and other home-made products can be bought
at the ‘Hostynnyi Dvir’ Hotel, at the ‘Mizunka’
B&B and at the ‘Zatyshok’ B&B.
We recommend tasting meals cooked according
to old Vyhoda recipes at the ‘Kolyba’ Restaurant
in the Shandra Tract (Shevchenkove) or at the
‘Shans’ Motel. Order ‘varenyky’ (dumplings)
with grated potatoes, mushroom soup, ‘kulesha’
(maize porridge a la Vyhoda, polenta with delicate
cracklings), and cabbage stewed in homemade sour
cream with millet. You will surely wish to feel the
taste of local food again and again!

Central market
Bogdan Khmelnytskyi St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
‘Hostynnyi Dvir’ Hotel
Shandra, Shevchenkove
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 097 711 52 19 (Nina Merhel)
‘Mizunka’ B&B
65 Tsentralna St., Novyi Mizun
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 097 647 28 10 (Mykhailo Haliv)
‘Zatyshok’ B&B
98 Shubytsia St., Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 098 526 57 80 (Serhii Andrusiak)
Hostynnyi Dvir ‘Kolyba’ Restaurant
Shandra, Shevchenkove
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
‘Shans’ Motel
36в, Danylo Halytskyi St., Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 050 972 51 85 (Vasyl Mural)
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‘Carpathian Summer Festival’

Glorious
Colours
of Nature:
Traditional
Holidays from
Winter to
Autumn

Photo from the archive of museum ‘Boikivshchyna’
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Things That
Make You Happy.
A Few Words about
the Boyko Holidays

Christmas Celebrations

Happy Easter

The winter in Vyhoda is special – mild and full of
fresh air and celebrations. The Boyko Christmas
is a mystery that makes it worthwhile visiting this
area of little-investigated nature in winter.

This biggest Christian holiday is celebrated in
spring, usually after the Catholic Easter. Before
the celebration, all community members go to
churches to sanctify the symbols of Easter in
decorated baskets – Easter bread (‘paska’ in
Ukrainian), painted eggs (‘pysanka’ in Ukrainian)
and other gifts of earth, – to light the Easter
candle, to sing traditional spring songs (‘gaivka’
in Ukrainian). Thousands of families gather near
churches at the same time. This touching and
spectacular event must be seen first-hand! This
bright holiday brings together remote family
members and guests not only from various parts of
the country, but also from the world. This day is
full of fun and entertainment, including the Easter
egg (‘pysanka’) combats. Dining tables are covered
with delicious meals and drinks! Visit us on Easter,
get acquainted with the Carpathian families and
you will definitely come back here again.

Christmas celebration according to the Oriental
Christian Calendar is a unique opportunity
for the western guests to share the festivities
with Ukrainians. Christmas Holidays last from
Christmas Eve (January 6) to the Theophany
(January 19). Every year we go back in time:
children go from one house to another singing
traditional Ukrainian carols, and hosts treat them
with candies or give them money. Adults and youth
turn into biblical characters in a symbolic amateur
performance of the ‘Nativity Scene’ (known as
‘Vertep’ in Ukrainian). The door of every house
is wide open for all travellers: come in, greet the
hosts with the traditional Christmas greeting
‘Christ is Born!’ and be part of the Christmas
dinner.
Each meal served on the table (and there should
be 12 of them) is special. The sacred central meal
of the dinner is ‘kutya’. It is wheat porridge with
poppy seeds, nuts and honey, which should be
tasted from one shared bowl. Another obligatory
attribute of the table is ‘uzvar’ – water from boiled
dried fruit described above.

Оwner of the ‘Hostynnyi Dvir’ Hotel, organizes
theatrical celebrations of Christmas, ‘Ivan
Kupalo’ (July 7) and Boyko ‘vechornytsi’
(traditional get-together of the village youth) in
their ‘Kolyba’ Restaurant
Shevchenkove, Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 097 711 52 19 (Nina Merhel)
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Christian and Heathen
Pentecost (‘Green’) Holidays
Every year, on the fiftieth day after Easter,
Christians all over the world celebrate the Trinity
Sunday or the Pentecost – one of the key holidays
in the ecclesiastical calendar (here popularly called
the ‘Green’ Holidays). It is like a bridge between
spring and summer. On the eve of the holiday, the
so called ‘Green’ Saturday, in Dolyna District and
everywhere in the Boyko land, like more than a
millennium ago, people decorate their houses with
herbs or branches of hazelnut, maple or lime trees.
Boykos call this custom ‘mayiny’. Our ancestors
believed that the green power of the forest, the
tree spirit helped people to strengthen their health,
protected their households from bad luck and
contributed to good harvest. On Sunday there is a
divine service in the church lauding the Descent of
the Holy Spirit upon the Apostles and glorifying
the Christian cult of the Trinity as the Triune God.
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Nature Gifts Cult on the
Transfiguration Day (‘Spas’)
August 19 is the Eastern-Christian Feast of
the Transfiguration of Christ. For Boykos it is
the celebration of harvest and the second ‘Spas’
(the first ‘Spas’ is celebrated on August 14, the
Maccabeus Day, when people bring various plants
to the church for blessing: poppies, ears of rye and
wheat, cornflowers, periwinkles, peppermint, dill,
chicory). On the day of the second ‘Spas’ every
Boyko family head considers it his holy duty to
bring fruit, vegetables and honey to the church
for blessing. Our ancestors always tried to have
finished the reaping by this day. This holiday is
regarded as a bridge between summer and autumn.
Christian Boykos still believe that the blessed
plants and fruit have significant beneficial power:
they use them to cure various diseases and as
protection against evil spirits.
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Calendar of Local Church
Dedication Days
Each village also has its own major holiday
(celebrated at the local church) which involves
visits by all of the priests from the surrounding
villages. We recommend consulting your local hosts
or guides whether any Boyko holidays fall on your
planned dates of visit, and do your best to watch
and participate in them in a respectful manner.
Below is the calendar of dedication days of the
churches of Vyhoda and the surrounding villages.

Vyhoda
September 21 – Nativity of the Virgin
Mary
November 21 – Feast day of
Archistratigus Michael
Patsykiv
August 28 – Assumption of Virgin Mary
November 8 – Feast day of the Holy Great
Martyr Demetrius of Thessaloniki
Staryi Mizun
July 12 – Feast day of the Holy Apostles
Peter and Paul
September 27 – Exaltation of the Cross
Novyi Mizun
August 28 – Assumption of Virgin Mary
Shevchenkove
January 19 – Theophany
October 27 – Feast day of the Great
Martyr Paraskeva of Iconium (traditionally
postponed to the following Sunday)

Going to the church on Sunday morning is
another good way to see and feel the living Boyko
traditions.
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Vyhoda Festivities
The splendid nature of the mountainous Dolyna
District attracts a number of events of regional,
national and international significance. You may
take part in any celebration or festival (locally
called ‘festyny’), each of which has a unique Boyko
colouring.

‘Lolyn’ Eco-Festival
The ‘Lolyn’ Eco-Festival was held for the first
time on June 20-27, 2015 in the village of Lolyn
in Dolyna District. There are plans to make this
festival a traditional event. The festival hosts an
‘eco-university’ when leading European instructors
conduct lectures open air on the healthy lifestyle,
healthy diet, environment protection and other
issues. The festival participants could take part in
the construction of an eco-house out of available
materials: wood, clay, and straw. Near the house
a ‘warm’ kitchen garden is arranged following
the rules of permaculture. The festivity is also
combined with traditional ‘Ivan Kupalo’ celebration
(search of fern flowers, jumping over fire), a
genuine Boyko wedding, cooking local food on sun
stoves heated on solar energy, gathering mountain
herbs and planting trees. Various eco-workshops
are offered for the guests.
Organizer:
The Center of Health and Disclosure of
Personality ‘Beregynia’
101 Chornovil Street, Ivano-Frankivsk
tel. +38 097 566 24 29
www.beregynia-if.blogspot.com
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‘United by the Bells from
Yasna Hora’ International
Festival
The international festival of carillon and bell-ringing
art called ‘United by the Bells from Yasna Hora’
is held in June on the initiative of the monastery
hegumen Rev. Damian Kastran. The program
includes a scientific seminar on the history of bells
and bell-ringing, a divine liturgy and a concert
of carillon music with participants from Ukraine
and other countries. The Hoshiv carillon is the
monastery’s true pride.
Organizer:
Monastery of Fathers Vasylian
tel. +38 050 370 47 36
+38 096 386 62 24

‘Carpathian Summer Festival’
The folklore ‘Carpathian Summer Festival’ is held
on the first Sunday in August in the Kalynovets
valley near the village of Vyshkiv in Dolyna
District. It includes workshops on Boyko dances,
pottery, playing the drymba (folk instrument),
making traditional Carpathian products –‘budz’
and ‘urda’ cheese, as well as the strongmen’s
contest ‘Strong Highlander’ and a concert. Kids
are entertained with the children’s play ‘Boikivski
Veselyky’. All the visitors can taste delicious
Boyko food, in particular ‘brynza’ (sheep cheese),
and see an exhibition of authentic Boyko souvenirs.
The festival is crowned with a big bonfire.
Organizer:
Dolyna District State Administration
5 Nezalezhnosti Avenue, Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 270 63

Festival of Ivan Franko’s
Lyric Poetry

‘Yavoryna’ Patriotic
Singing Festival

Starting from 1993, on every last Sunday in
August, the village of Lolyn in Dolyna District
hosts a traditional festival of Ivan Franko’s lyric
poetry. At the festival writers from various parts
of Ukraine recite their works, and people sing lyric
songs. The festival is also an occasion to visit the
Ivan Franko Museum in the village of Lolyn, which
is called the ‘capital’ of Franko’s love.

Every year, on July 19-20 (on the first Sunday
after the feast day of St. Peter and St. Paul),
the Roztoka trail near the village of Lypa in
Dolyna District, Ivano-Frankivsk Region, hosts
a traditional patriotic event to commemorate
the heroes of the ‘Oleni’ Sergeant School of the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army and the leader of the
Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists in the
Carpathian region Yaroslav Melnyk (Robert). The
festival bears the name of the mountain where the
dugout of the legendary Melnyk’s detachment –
Robert’s Bunker – was located. The festival is
attended by Ukrainians from all over the country
and the world, who come to Roztoka to feel with
their own skin the breath of history and to pay
tribute to the national heroes who gave their lives
for Ukraine’s freedom. The event consists of the
commemoration of the fallen heroes according
to the Christian tradition, a walking tour to
Robert’s Bunker, a patriotic singing contest and
the ‘insurgents’ bonfire’. Finally, there are sports
tournament.

Organizers:
Ivano-Frankivsk Office of the National
Association of Writers of Ukraine
Department of Culture of Ivano-Frankivsk
Regional State Administration
Lolyn Village Council
Lolyn, Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 532 22

Organizer:
Dolyna District State Administration
5 Nezalezhnosti Avenue, Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 270 63

Photo by Sergiy Gavryliuk
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Contact information
Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway
Heritage Centre
66 Danylo Halytskiy St.,Vyhoda,
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
GPS: 48°55’50.8″N 23°54’26.8″E
tel. +38 066 808 32 22
e-mail: info@carpathian-heritage-railways.com
www.carpathian-heritage-railways.com

Tourist Information Center ‘Boykivshchyna’
11 Hrushevskyi St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
GPS: N 48.97469 E 23.97565
Opening hours: 9:00-18:00
Sat, Sun – closed
tel. +38 03477 252 30
+38 050 582 16 56
e-mail: boykivschyna@meta.ua

Legend
Accommodation
Dining
Spa and wellness
Additional services
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Accommodation and food
RECREATION AND HOTEL CENTRES
‘Vedmid’ Hotel Centre

‘Karpaty’ Health Resort

7a Yozefstal, Myslivka
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 91 274
+38 097 323 65 11 (Tetiana Kushil, director)
+38 096 969 23 79 (Tetiana Chekan, administrator)
+38 03477 91 273 (restaurant/kolyba)
A new modern hotel-and-recreation centre
by the road to the Vyshkiv Pass and
Transcarpathia.

Dolyna, PO Box №27
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 27 717
+38 03477 27 719
+38 03477 27 700
+38 066 636 42 40 (Yaroslav Mychno)

2 small wooden hotels with 20 rooms (46
beds) for families with children.
Restaurant, complex meals for groups. 24hour room-service.
2 saunas, massage, Carpathian tea, old
Japanese barrel baths.

3-storeyed building with 50 rooms (100
beds).

Private Enterprise ‘Stanislav’
(‘Perlyna Karpat’ Health Resort)
Vygodivka St., Vytvytsia
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 354 33
fax +38 03477 35 325 (director)
+38 050 668 7843 (Roman Krechovetskyi)
www.vyhodivka.if.ua

‘Karpaty’ traditional restaurant and ‘Krukhe’
cafe. Meals not included in the price.

37 rooms with 65 beds.

Underwater massage, Charcot’s douche,
physiotherapy, mineral water, massage,
sauna.

Balneotherapy, (pine, salt) baths,
hydromassage, paraffin therapy,
physiotherapy, massage, intestinal irrigation,
oxygen cocktails, pharmacotherapy,
climatotherapy, mineral water.

Billiard, ping-pong; guided excursions,
hairdressing saloon, cosmetician, manicurist.

Сanteen for 100 people, bar, sauna, pool.

Excursions and hiking tours, bus tours to
the lake of Synevir, several-day tours to
Transcarpathia; сonference hall, mountain
bike rent, Wi-Fi.

‘Sofia’ Hotel and Recreation Centre

‘Beskyd’ Recreation Centre

70 Oblisky St., 70, Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 275 95
+38 03477 275 92
+38 050 527 73 95 (Lesia Stefaniv)
e-mail: sofija.70@mail.ru
www.sofia-hotel.if.ua/gotel

Yozefstal, Myslivka
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 044 489 04 65 (general director)
+38 03477 91 226 (administrator)
+38 03477 91 250
+38 067 505 24 64 (Svitlana Osmolovska)

10 rooms with 24 beds.
Restaurant for 70 people, ‘winter garden’ for
15 people, banquet room for 20-30 people.

8 VIP-class apartments for 25 people, 2
cottages.
‘Kolyba’ and ‘Horyshche’ restaurants with
European and national cuisine; pump room.
Two mineral springs, pool, sauna and water
spa, gym, billiard room.
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HOTELS, MOTELS, CAMPGROUNDS
‘Yalynka’ Hotel
Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
fax +38 03477 90 302
+38 050 233 89 56 (Petro Dovzhynskyi)
www.yalunka.com.ua
25 rooms (60 beds); parking space near the
hotel (20 cars); playground for kids.
Hotel restaurant, great variety of dishes
and drinks.
Pool (18x6 m) and children’s pool, salt cave
(halotherapy), sauna with firewood.
Sightseeing tours, mountain hikes, excursions
to the Rocks of Dovbush, to Hoshiv Monastery,
to the lake of Synevir; the Carpathian Tram;
rope tow ski lift nearby; ski, snowboards,
sledges and other outfit rent; ski instructors;
сonference hall for 30-50 seats; meeting and
transporting delegations and clients.

‘Naftovyk’ Hotel
(‘Dolyna Naftogas’NGDU)
1a Bandery St, Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 95 307
+38 03477 95 641 (Bogdan Yatsuk)
fax +38 03477 28 334
+38 050 373 94 22 (Igor Gavryliuk)
Hotel in the centre of Dolyna.
20 rooms (37 beds).
Cafe, national and European cuisine, dietary
food.

‘Zator’ Hotel
101a Tsentralna St., Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 067 343 43 50 (Anatoliy Mykuliak)
Two-storeyed hotel with 5 rooms (10 beds).
Pets allowed.
Cafe (50 people) and a grocery shop.
Mountain hikes; gathering mushrooms and
berries; excursions upon prior arrangement;
the nearest ski lift - 700 m away; horse-riding,
in winter – sleighing.

Conference hall.

Cheap Hotel
Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 613 84
+38 050 978 21 75 (Oleksandr Isachevskyi)
8 rooms (24 beds).
Upon request.

‘Alva’ Motel
(private interpreteur Zarichniuk)
67a Bogdan Khmelnytskiy St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 25 071
+38 03477 25 070
+38 050 538 40 21 (Zhanna Zarichniuk)
www.motel.dolyna.info
16 rooms (35 beds).
Upon request.

‘Hostynnyi Dvir’ Hotel

‘Kniaz Oleg’ Hotel

‘Mlyn’ Mini-Hotel

Shandra, Shevchenkove
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 617 56
+38 097 711 52 19 (Nina Merhel)

38a Oblisky St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 27 722
+38 068 144 13 73 (Vitaliy Daniuk)

Tiapche
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 050 670 94 79 (Stefania Gasuliak)

Hotel in the forest, on the bank of the Svicha
River.
5 rooms with 10 beds (additional 10 beds are
possible).
‘Boykivska Kolyba’.
Gathering mushrooms and berries; dancing
with a folk music band; swimming in the river.
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11 rooms (23 beds); parking space.
Bar, cafe.

Not far from the Н-10 highway, near the
Svicha River.

Sauna, pool.

3 rooms with 6 beds.

Dance hall, disco; guided excursions; fitness
centre, billiard; conference hall, tourist
equipment rent.

Bar-restaurant on the ground floor and the
first floor.

‘Mishel’ Hotel
2 Promyslova St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 2 41 21
+38 03477 2 77 28
+38 050 672 30 60 (Nadia Shumylo)
www.hotelikmichel@gmail.com
www.mishel-hotel.com.ua
9 rooms (18 beds).
Secure parking.

‘Volodar’ Motel
Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 61 262 (Vitalii Marynoshenko)
8 rooms /16 beds, including 1 first-class
room.
Not included in the price; bar services.

‘Shans’ Motel

A modern 3-storeyed building.
9 rooms (18-20 beds).
Cafe (20 people).
Car service station, tyre fitting, carwash.

‘Hostynnyi Dvir’ Hotel

36в, Halytskoho St., Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 61 462
+38 050 972 51 85 (Vasyl Mural)
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B&Bs AND GUESTHOUSES
‘U Henerala’ B&B

‘12 misiatsiv’ B&B

B&B by Liubomyra Vorobets

Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 050 536 26 67 (Viktor Yakushko)
+38 050 670 14 59 (Halyna)

29a Yozefstal, Myslivka
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 097 516 62 23
+38 097 516 62 62 (Lilia Gotlib)

300 Franka St., Lolyn,
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 067 458 50 38 (Liubomyra Vorobets)

15 rooms (60 beds). Parking space.
Cafe and canteen (full board, traditional
Ukrainian cuisine).
Sauna.
Ski outfit and sledges rent; drying of ski
outfit; Internet.

Certified by the Association of Green Rural
Tourism in Ukraine (Category I).
3-storeyed building with 10 rooms (20 beds),
parking lot.
Cafe serving original dishes of the national
cuisine upon request.
Sauna, gym.
Billiard; mountain hikes; skiing.

Certified by the Association of Green Rural
Tourism in Ukraine (basic level).
2 rooms (4-6 beds), WC outside, parking
space.
Self-catering facilities; meals are served
upon request.
Hikes to the mountains to gather
mushrooms, berries; visiting the local
museum.

‘Darvaiv Kut’ B&B

‘Pid beregamy’ Cottage

‘Raishtok’ B&B

11 Pidsygavka St., Staryi Mizun
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 096 945 90 23
+38 050 661 91 71 (Oksana Kleban)
www.darvaiv.com

151 Tomynovych St., Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 902 28
+38 050 574 82 46 (Mykola Vagylevych)

34 Verkhovyntsia St., Staryi Mizun
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 097 609 79 34 (Liubov Chodos)

Located near the Mizunka River and Debria
Mountain.
4 rooms (8 beds). Pets allowed. Parking
space.

5 rooms for 10-15 people.

7 rooms, including 3 Boyko-style bedrooms
(15 beds). Pets allowed.

Upon prior arrangement.

Ukrainian cuisine.

Sauna.

Narrow gauge railway nearby; organized
mountain hikes; Wi-Fi.

Skiing, a ski track is not far away.

Cafe; ordered meals, in particular dishes of
the Ukrainian cuisine.
Mountain hikes; Internet.

B&B by Ivan Masliy

B&B by Mykola Vytvytskyi

‘Zatyshok’ B&B

Myslivka
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 91 220 (Ivan Masliy)
+38 096 650 28 23

Vytvytsia
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 354 47
+38 098 719 18 58 (Mykola Vytvytskyi)

98 Shubynets St., Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 098 526 57 80
+38 066 808 32 22 (Sergiy Andrysiak)

5 rooms (15 beds), parking space.
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Sauna.

A wooden house for 6 people near the river
and the forest.

Grill; mountain hikes; skiing; gathering
mushrooms and berries.

Picnic shed, grill.
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2 rooms with 4 beds.

Self-catering facilities.

B&B by Maria Mastylo

‘Na Babiyeviy Gori’ B&B

‘Svitanok’ B&B

154 Kryvets St, Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 902 69 (Maria Mastylo)

51 Babiyeva Gora St., Obolonia
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 200 66
+38 097 252 26 99
+38 050 278 14 79 (Zenoviy Yaremak)

18 Franka St., Novoshyn
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 097 336 44 05 (Ivanna Kuseliak)

Certified by the Association of Green Rural
Tourism in Ukraine (basic level).
Located near a ski lift.
3 rooms with 8 beds. Parking space.
Canteen, kitchen, ordered meals, in
particular dishes of the national cuisine.
Organization of mountain hikes.

‘Mizunka’ B&B
65 Tsentralna St., Novyi Mizun
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 097 647 28 10
+38 099 224 77 74 (Mykhailo Galiv)
30 beds. Drive – dirt road.
Upon prior arrangement.
Russian sauna; bathing in the river nearby;
walks in the forest, drinking healing water
from a mineral spring.

‘Velyka Vedmedytsia’ B&B
37 Shubynets St., Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 0342 52 79 99
+38 095 832 51 81
+38 096 005 73 00 (Vasyl Strutynskyi)
e-mail: belinska.d@gmail.com

2 rooms for 4-6 people.
Bathhouse.
For groups of over 10 people there is ground
for tents and cooking on an open fire; for
bikers there is a bike wash, laundry, bike
repair, information on biking routes and
interesting places in Dolyna District; just
behind the cottage begins the Carpathian
forest, where you can gather mushrooms,
berries or simply have a walk and admire the
marvellous Carpathian scenery, in winter you
can ski and sledge.

Certified by the Association of Green Rural
Tourism in Ukraine (basic level).
2 rooms for 4-6 people. Children of any age
are welcome and pets allowed, WC outside,
parking lot.
Meals upon request (including dishes of
national cuisine).
Mountain hikes, skiing, hunting; apiary;
picnic shed with barbecue grill; ethnographic
excursions; organization of festivities and
traditional Boyko rites (carolling, ‘Ivan
Kupalo’, baptizing, wedding ceremonies).

B&B by Yaroslava Chalus

‘Ortus’ Cottage

166 Tomynovych St., Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 902 88
+38 096 697 58 11 (Yaroslava Chalus)

109 Hryshevskoho St., Novoselytsia
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 050 902 97 29 (Svitlana Sova)
www.ortus.if.ua

Certified by the Association of Green Rural
Tourism in Ukraine (basic level).

4 rooms (13 beds). Garage for two cars,
parking lot, pets allowed.

5 rooms (13 beds), pets allowed, parking lot.

Self-catering facilities, meals are served
upon request (including national cuisine);
treatment by goat’s milk.

Canteen; self-catering facilities, picnic shed,
‘kolyba’; meals are served upon request,
including dishes of Ukrainian cuisine.
Sauna.
Skiing; hiking excursions; ski outfit rent.

Healthy bathing in the Svicha River (100 m
away from the cottage).
Children’s fun (electric car, rollers, scooter,
bike); Internet.

4 rooms (12 beds).
River and forest nearby; grill; tennis table.
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Souvenir shops
Souvenir Shop ‘Karpatskyi Koloryt’
45 Danylo Halytskiy St., Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 068 138 22 19 (Volodymyr Shtogryn)

Souvenir Shop at the Vyhoda Narrow
Gauge Railway Heritage Centre
66 Danylo Halytskiy St., Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 066 808 32 22
www.carpathian-heritage-railways.com

Shop ‘Pysanka’
30в Hrushevskyi St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 066 737 00 21 (Mykola Humeniuk)

Local Organic Food
Central Market

‘Mizunka’ B&B

Bakery ‘Kolobok’

Bogdan Khmelnytskiy St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region

65 Tsentralna St., Novyi Mizun
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 097 647 28 10 (Mykhailo Galiv)

26 Naftovykiv St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 066 853 81 30 (Ivan Pastukh)

Vegetables, fruits, meat and bee products.

‘Hostynnyi Dvir’ Hotel

‘Zatyshok’ B&B

Shandra, Shevchenkove, Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 097 711 52 19 (Nina Merhel)

98 Shubynets St., Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 098 526 57 80 (Sergiy Andrysiak)

Museums and theatres
Dolyna Local History and Culture
Museum ‘Boykivshchyna’
2a Chornovil St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 279 00

Ivan Franko Museum in Lolyn

Folk Theatre of Vyhoda Culture Club

Lolyn
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 096 859 83 61

63 Danylo Galytskyi St., Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 066 674 71 67 (Bohdan Melnyk, director)
Performances take place all year round. Plays
are shown on the stage of the Culture Club
once a season and upon special requests of
groups of spectators (at least 20 persons).
The show of the ‘Nativity Play’ should be
arranged beforehand.
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Guided tours
Dolyna Branch of Ivano-Frankivsk
Regional State Centre of Tourism and
Local History for Student Youth
3 Stus St., 3, Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 066 874 43 15 (Mykhailo Moroz)
e-mail: dolynafilia@gmail.com
Excursions, guided tours, rental of tourist
equipment (tents, pack-sacks (back packs),
sleeping bags, sleeping pads).

Department of Tourism of ‘Uniplyt’ LLC
and ‘Karpatskyi Tramvai’ LLC
Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 613 34
+38 050 373 24 75
+38 067 342 83 89 (Liubomyr Yatskiv)
fax +38 03477 614 41
e-mail: yackiv@ukr.net
www.greentrain.com.ua

‘U Henerala’ B&B
Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 050 536 26 67 (Viktor Yakushko)
+38 050 670 14 59 (Halyna)
Ski equipment and sledges rent.
Ski equipment drying.

Trips on narrow gauge railway by the
Carpathian tram.

Mykhailo Lapchuk

Olena Nemets

Liubomyr Yatskiv

Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 097 179 54 91

Dolyna
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 095 946 58 33
e-mail: o.nem@ukr.net

Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 050 373 24 75
+38 067 342 83 89
e-mail: yackiv@ukr.net

Tour guide, local historian.

Specialized tours in Bubnyshche
(Dovbush Rocks).

‘Yalynka’ Hotel

Bicycle rent and guidance support
for cyclists
‘Na Babiyeviy Gori’ B&B

Vyshkiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 903 02
+38 050 233 89 56 (Petro Dovzhynskyi)
www.yalunka.com.ua

51 Babiyeva Gora St., Obolonia
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 200 66
+38 097 252 26 99
+38 050 278 14 79 (Zenoviy Yaremak)

Tourist Equipment / Rental Shops
Vyhoda Narrow Gauge Railway
Heritage Centre
66 Danylo Halytskiy St., Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
e-mail: info@carpathian-heritage-railways.com
www.carpathian-heritage-railways.com
Binoculars and magnifiers for observing the
nature, natural tourism map of Vyhoda and
neighboring areas (including information on
local flora and fauna).

Excursions on the Carpathian tram.

Ski, snowboards, sledges and other outfit rent,
instructors.

Bike wash, laundry, bike repair, information on
biking routes and interesting places in Dolyna
District.
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Taxi services
‘Elit-Klas’ Private Enterprise
36 Oblisky St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 277 07
+38 03477 277 77

Taxi

1a Pushkin St., Dolyna,
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 288 88

‘Afhanets’ Private Enterprise,
‘Ekspres’ Branch

‘Hermes’ Private Enterprise

‘Ekonom Klas’ Private Enterprise

‘Halaktyka’ Private Enterprise

67 Adam Mitskevych St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 255 55

32 Oblisky St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 278 78

133 Oblisky St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 270 70

Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 277 75

Stations
Railway Station in Dolyna
1a Shevchenka St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 253 52

Bus Station in Dolyna
1 Pryvoksalna St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 253 64

USEFUL INFORMATION
Country code +38
Regional code 03477
Telephone information service +38 03499 09 111

Central District Hospital
15 Grytsey St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 254 13
+38 03477 254 05
+38 03477 254 09

Day-and-Night Pharmacy –
in the District Hospital
15 Grytsey St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 254 22

Ukrtelekom
69 Adam Mitskevych St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 250 14

Bolekhiv Central City hospital

Dentist

Ukrtelekom

4 Konovaltsia St., Bolekhiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03437 342 72

7 Nezalezhnosti Avenue, Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 272 52

73 Danylo Halytskyi St., Vyhoda
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 617 07

Central District Pharmacy

Post Office

Ukrtelekom

8a Nezalezhnosti Avenue, Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 291 24

69 Adam Mitskevych St., Dolyna
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03477 250 87

3 Sichovych Striltsiv St., Bolechiv
Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
tel. +38 03437 342 70
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Ivano-Frankivsk (70 km away) – the regional
centre - has direct railway connection with Kyiv,
Kharkiv, Odessa, Dnipropetrovsk, Poltava,
Vinnytsia, Kovel, Moscow and, of course,
Lviv and Chernivtsi. Regular direct bus routes
connect the city with most of other regional
centres and big cities of Western and Central
Ukraine. Besides, Ivano-Frankivsk Airport on
the south-western outskirts of the city hosts
daily flights from Kyiv.

How to Get to Vyhoda
The town of Vyhoda (Dolyna District, IvanoFrankivsk Region) is situated by the regional
motor highway Dolyna-Khust (P-21).
In Dolyna (7 km away from Vyhoda) this
highway intersects with the national highway
Stryi – Ivano-Frankivsk – Chernivtsi –
Mamalyha (H-10).

Three times a day there is a regional train from
Ivano-Frankivsk Railway Station to Stryi with
a stop in Dolyna. It takes about 2 hours and
20 minutes to get to Dolyna by train. Then you
have to get on any regular bus going in the
direction of Mizhgiria and you will be in Vyhoda
in less than half an hour (the railway and the
bus station in Dolyna are in the same building,
which is quite convenient).
A bus from Ivano-Franivsk to Vyhoda
starts from Bus Station No. 2 (Pasichna
neighbourhood, 6 km away from IvanoFrankivsk Railway Station). Direct bus tours
to Vyhoda run 1-2 times a day (direction:
Ivano-Frankivsk – Uzhgorod via Mizhgiria). So
it’s more reasonable to get by bus to Dolyna
and make a transfer to Vyhoda there. Regular
bus tours to Dolyna run quite often (direction:
Kalush). It takes not more than two hours to
get to Dolyna by bus and then another half an
hour to get to Vyhoda.
If you travel by car, you should go about 60 km
on the H-10 highway (from Pasichna) in the
direction of Stryi until you reach the ring in the
centre of Dolyna, where you should turn left (P21 highway in the direction of Mizhgiria, Khust).
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Lviv (120 km away) – the biggest city and
traffic centre in Western Ukraine. Lviv has
direct railway and bus connection with most of
other regional centres and big cities of Ukraine
as well as a number of capitals and big cities
of Europe (in particular, direct trains run to Lviv
from Budapest, Bratislava, Krakow, Wroclaw).
The recently constructed Lviv International
Airport (LWO) hosts about twenty domestic and
international flights (Warsaw, Vienna, Istanbul,
Munich, Baku, etc.), including a number of lowcost flights. Airport website: http://lwo.aero/.
Every day there are several direct bus tours
from Lviv to Vyhoda that go in the direction
of Mizhgiria, Khust, Tiachiv, Solotvyno, Novyi
Mizun (it takes 3,5 hours to get to Vyhoda).
The busses start both from the Central Bus
Station (in Stryiska Street) and from Bus
Station No. 8 at the Railway Station (in
Dvirtseva Square). Besides, there are at least 4
everyday bus tours from Lviv to or via Dolyna,
taking about 3 hours. It’s not reasonable to
consider getting from Lviv to Vyhoda by train.
If you travel by car, follow the international
highway Kyiv-Chop (М-06) to Stryi (71 km)
and, at the junction outside the city, turn to
the H-10 highway (in the direction of IvanoFrankivsk and Chernivtsi) and follow it for 40
km until you get to Dolyna. At the ring in the
centre of Dolyna, turn right (P-21 highway in
the direction of Mizhgiria and Khust).

Uzhgorod (245 km away) – a city situated near
the junction of Ukraine’s borders with Slovakia,
Hungary and Romania, the Ukraine’s southwestern gate. It has bus services with many
cities of the neighbouring countries. Besides,
the railway centre of Chop, which is 22 km
away from Uzhgorod, is connected by train
with Budapest, Debrecen, Bratislava, Kosice.
There are also regular flights to Kyiv from the
local airport.
There are 1-2 direct bus tours a day from
Uzhgorod to Vyhoda (direction: Uzhgorod –
Ivano-Frankivsk via Mizhgiria). Another way is
to go by train or by bus to Stryi in Lviv Region
(trip duration 5-7 hours), from where there
are several regular bus tours to Vyhoda (from
10:00 a.m. to 18:30 p.m.) (in the direction of
Khust, Tiachiv, Solotvyno, Novyi Mizun, trip
duration up to 1.5 hours).
If you travel by car, it’s better to go to Vyhoda
using the Chop-Kyiv highway (M-06) for 198
km, then, at the junction before the city of Stryi,
to transfer to the H-10 highway (in the direction
of Ivano-Frankivsk and Chernivtsi) and to
follow it for 40 km until you get to Dolyna. At
the ring in the centre of Dolyna, turn right (P-21
highway in the direction of Mizhgiria, Khust).
Thus, the total distance from Uzhgorod to
Vyhoda makes up 245 km.
Another way is to go on the M-06 highway for
41 km to Mukacheve and then enter the H-09
highway (Mukacheve – Ivano-Frankivsk - Lviv),
follow it for 65 km to Khust and then turn left
to the P-21 highway and move in the direction
of Mizhgiria and Dolyna for 125 km until you
reach Vyhoda. The total distance is a little
shorter – 231 km – but it will hardly spare any
time or fuel for the quality of the P-21 road is
worse.

Kyiv (660 km away) – the biggest traffic
centre of Ukraine, having air, railway and bus
connections with many countries and cities
of Europe and the world. It has two airports:
Boryspil (KBP, www.kbp.aero), which operates
many domestic flights and flights by leading
international airlines, and Kyiv-Zhuliany (IEV,
www.airport.kiev.ua) with some cheaper
international and domestic flights.
It’s reasonable to go by train from Kyiv to
Vyhoda via Stryi – a railway centre in Lviv
Region, connected with Kyiv with about a
dozen of everyday trains running to Uzhgorod,
Mukacheve, Chop, Budapest, Bratislava (trip
duration 9-10 hours). From Stryi there are
several regular bus tours to Vyhoda (from
10:00 a.m. to 18:30 p.m.) (in the direction of
Khust, Tiachiv, Solotvyno, Novyi Mizun, trip
duration is up to 1,5 hours).

www.uz.gov.ua – Ukrainian Railways
website, current information on the railway
timetable;
www.bus.com.ua – current information
on the timetable of buses (it covers not
Another way is to go by train from Kyiv to
Ivano-Frankivsk (there are 3-4 everyday trains, all bus stations, in particular, information
from bus stations in Ivano-Frankivsk is not
usually overnight, trip duration 10-12 hours).
Besides, there is everyday bus and air service available here);
between the capital and the regional centre of
www.page.if.ua – timetables for bus
Ivano-Frankivsk.
stations in Ivano-Frankivsk;
www.zabytky.in.ua – timetables for bus
There is a direct bus tour Kyiv-Khust starting
from the Central Bus Station in Kyiv (Nauky
stations in Ivano-Frankivsk, Dolyna, Stryi
Avenue) and running via Dolyna and Vyhoda
and other cities and towns of Western
(departure at 16:20 p.m., trip duration 14
Ukraine;
hours). Another way by bus may be the
www.rasp.yandex.ua - Quite up-to-date
transfer in Lviv to buses that run in the
and comprehensive timetables of public
direction of Khust, Tiachiv, Solotvyno, Novyi
Mizun (trip duration from Lviv about 3,5 hours). transport for the entire Ukraine.
If you travel from the Kyiv to Vyhoda by car, we
recommend using the international Kyiv-Chop
highway (M-06) via Lviv to Stryi, then, at the
junction outside the city of Stryi, you should
enter the H-10 highway (in the direction of
Ivano-Frankivsk and Chernivtsi) and follow it
for 40 km until you get to Dolyna. At the ring in
the centre of Dolyna, turn right (P-21 highway
in the direction of Mizhgiria, Khust).
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Hungary-Slovakia-Romania-Ukraine

European Union

ENPI Cross-border Cooperation Programme

This guide was produced within the project ‘Carpathian Heritage Railways’ implemented from November 2013 to December 2015 by Tourist
Association of Ivano-Frankivsk Region in partnership with Vyhoda Village Council, Maramureş Mountains Nature Park Administration
and Ivano-Frankivsk Regional State Administration. The overall project objective is to conserve the historical and natural heritage of the
traditional narrow gauge railways as a means to reinforce visiting attraction of the Carpathian cross border regions of Romania and Ukraine.
The project ‘Carpathian Heritage Railways’ was implemented under the Hungary-Slovakia-Romania-Ukraine ENPI Cross-Border Cooperation
Partnership Instrument.
The European Union is made up of 28 Member States who have decided to gradually link together their know-how, resources and destinies.
Together, during a period of enlargement of 50 years, they have built a zone of stability, democracy and sustainable development whilst
maintaining cultural diversity, tolerance and individual freedoms. The European Union is committed to sharing its achievements.
The Hungary-Slovakia-Romania-Ukraine ENPI Cross-border Cooperation Programme is to be implemented in the period of 2007-2013 on
the external border of the participating EU Member States with Ukraine. The European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument supports
cross-border co-operations on the external borders of the EU.
The overall objective of the Programme is to intensify and deepen cooperation in an environmentally, socially and economically sustainable
way between Zakarpattia, Ivano-Frankivsk and Chernivtsi regions of Ukraine and eligible and adjacent areas of Hungary, Romania and
Slovakia.
The Joint Managing Authority of the Programme is the National Development Agency, Hungary. The website of the Programme is www.
huskroua-cbc.net.

Special thanks to Taras Prokhasko and Natalya Golomidova for support
with the guide contents and to Dolyna Photoclub ‘Promin’ and Museum
‘Boikivshchyna’ for pictures kindly provided for the publication.
© Tourist Association of Ivano-Frankivsk Region
Vyhoda. Travel Guide (English version), 2015, 108 pages
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Vyhoda Narrow Gauge
Railway Heritage Centre
66 Danylo Galytskyi St.
Vyhoda, Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
Ukraine, 77552
tel. +38 066 808 32 22
e-mail: info@carpathian-heritage-railways.com
Tourist Association of Ivano-Frankivsk Region
26 Dnistrovska St.
Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine, 76018
tel. / fax +38 03427 202 32
www.taif.org.ua
Vyhoda village council
75 Danylo Galytskyi St.
Vyhoda, Dolyna District
Ivano-Frankivsk Region
Ukraine, 77552
tel. +38 03477 612 44

www. carpathian-heritage-railways.com
This guide has been produced with the assistance of the
European Union. The contents of this guide are the sole
responsibility of the Tourist Association of Ivano-Frankivsk
the European Union.

